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MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

INSIDE
An American was
awarded the Nobel
Prize in economics
today for research
that extended economic theory to
areas of human
behavior not previously associated
with market forces.
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SPORTS:
Dave Stewart kept
the Oakland A's
alive in the playoffs
Monday, 'pitching a
6-2 complete-game
victory over the
Toronto Blue Jays.
Page 10

Artaociatod Pro** Writer

ATLANTA — The understudies — Dan Quayle, Al Gore and
James Stockdalc — get their only
turn on stage together tonight to
sell the American public on the
merits of their running mates.
But this vice presidential
debate also has some unusual
subplots:
*Will Quayle be able to convince
voters he is not the laughing
stock who launched a thousand
late-night television jokes?

October 13
WORLD
CAIRO, Egypt — Urgent
efforts to dig the living out of
rubble continue after at least
370 people were killed in an
earthquake. Page 3

STATE
FRANKFORT — A man who
claimed then -Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson had him fired for
political reasons has filed suit
to get his state job back. Page
3

SPORTS
Murray's Joy Roach and Calloway County's Jesse Rooker
will be shooting for individual
championships while Murray
High's boys will be one of the
favorites for a team titles when
the 55th annual boys and girls
state golf tournament begins
this week. Page 10

PERSPECTIVE
ATLANTA — Associated
Press columnist Walter R.
Mears says today that in the
vice presidential debates,
cheerleading and competence
are what count. Page 4

FORECAST
Tonight: Mostly clear and not
as cool. Low 50 to 55. South
wind 5 to 10 mph. Wednesday:
Breezy and warmer. High
around 80.

KENTUCKY LAKE
355.2, -0.1; below 301.4, -0.7
BARKLEY LAKE
355.3, -0.1; below 304.1, +0.9
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p.m. Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30 6
p.m. Monday -Friday or 3:30-4
p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
Regular office hours are 8
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getting 75 seconds to respond,
followed by five minutes of open
debate.
Democrats are nervous that
expectations are so high for Gore,
the cerebral senator from Tennessee, and so low for Quayle, one
of the least popular vice presidents in modern times, that the
vice president could very well
wind up the winner.
"If Gore does anything short
of reducing Quayle to a quivering
heap at the end, reporters will
say, 'Quayle held his own, that
wasn't so bad," said Democratic

analyst Ann Lewis.
Quayle, 45, has been eager to
take on his former House and
Senate colleague, his ideological
opposite. "1 desperately want a
debate," he said last month.
Four years ago, during a shaky
campaign that the vice president
would rather forget, Quayle made
one of the most memorable gaffes in debate history: trying to
compare himself to John F. Kennedy. Sen. Lloyd Bentsen
knocked that one out of the park,
by reminding Quayle and the
audience that he knew and had

served with the late president.
"Jack Kennedy was a friend of
mine. Senator, you're no Jack
Kennedy."
Gore, 44, who ran for president
himself in 1988, has campaigned
extensively at Bill Clinton's side
and raised questions about President Bush's pro-Iraqi policies
before the Persian Gulf War.
He also wrote a best-seller that
portrays_ threats to the earth's
environment in stark language.
Quayle has termed Gore's ideas
(Cont'd on page 2)

Reported measles cases
turn up negative; health
officials still concerned

TUESDAY

LAKE LEVELS

*Will Gore's book, "Earth in the
Balance,'' be a source of pride or
an embarrassment for the
Democrat?
•How will Stockdale, the former
POW -turned-philosopher and
political novice, match up with
the two career politicians?
This evening's 90-minute
debate on the campus of Georgia
Tech University will be held
under the format the Presidential
Commission on Debates wanted
for all of this year's debates: a
single moderator asking each
question, with each candidate

By GINA HANCOCK
Hurray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Even though the first "case"
turned out to be negative, the
staff at Murray State University's
student health clinic has not
breathed a collective sigh of
relief yet.
According to Judy Lyle, the
clinic's marketing coordinator,
measles usually rears its infectious head in the winter.
The Calloway County Health
Center also had two suspected
cases of measles that came back
negative, according to Daphene
Mowery, clinical nursing
supervisor.
Mowery said the only way to
confirm a case of measles is
.
through a blood test.
'Last year, Roberta Garfield,
Student Health Services administrator at Murray State, wasted no
time in implementing campuswide immunizations when the
measles became a statewide
epidemic.
With the help of the county
health center, 1,300 students were
vaccinated.
"The measles poses a community health problem. It is OK if
someone wants to run the risk of
catching the disease, but they
could be exposing others as
well," Lyle said.
Immunization against the measles had almost wiped out the disease in the United States. In
1982, 1,714 measles cases were
reported. By 1990, that number
rose to 27,500. Of those, 22 percent occurred in persons 20 years
of age and older.
Statistics show that more cases
of measles among adults 18 years

of age or older occur in college
settings than any other setting of
transmission.
In 1990, college students
accounted for 27 of the 89
measles-related deaths.
There are a number of reasons
for the growing number of cases,
said Lyle.
The rising cost of being
immunized by private physicians
is one cause.
Lyle said that before 1956,
almost everyone had the measles,
or was exposed, giving a person a
lifetime immunity.
Doctors now advise that children receive two doses of the measles vaccine. The first dose comes at 15 months, with the second
recommended by school entry.
Lyle said that it is not a
requirement at Murray State that
students be immunized before
being admitted. But 25 states
already have such laws in place
or have universities that have
instituted this requirement.
According to Lyle, people can
catch the measles, mumps and
rubella by breathing the virus that
an infected person spreads by
coughing, sneezing, or even by
talking.
Measles usually causes a rash,
high fever, cough, runny nose
and watery eyes lasting one to
two weeks.
"We're attempting to get people to make responsible choices
with their lifestyles. College students are still young enough to
think that it can't happen to
them," Lyle said.
According to Mowery, an
appointment can be made at the
county health center to receive
the vaccination for $1.

Sessions and
wife subject
of FBI probe

CYRUS AliZALI/Ledger & Timis photo

State Sen. David Williams, who is challenging U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford in the upcoming general election, chats with Calloway County Republican Committee Chairman Homer Bullard and Charles
Cooper during a stop in Murray Monday afternoon.
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According to the report, several FBI agents have been questioned by Justice's Office of Professional Responsibility and Sessions himself is scheduled to be
questioned on Thursday and
Friday.

GINA HANCOCR/Ledger & Times photo
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Need Line clients have ongoing needs
By JO BURKEEN
litorray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

"The needs of our clients continue each day," said Kathie Gentry, executive director of MurrayCalloway County Need Line at a
meeting of the board on Monday.
Gentry said Need Line had
dealt with 90 families during the
month of September for a total of
124 problems. Total monies spent

(Cont'd on page 2)

Revenue receipts
$12 million lower
during September

A-maize-ing studies

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Justice Department is investigating FBI Director William Sessions for possible ethics violations involving government-paid
travel, according to ABC News.
Spokesmen for the department
and the FBI declined comment on
the report.
President Bush said on NBC's
"Today" show that he knows
nothing of such an investigation
"I just read it in the paper this
morning," he said.
The network, quoting unidentified sources it said were familiar
%vita the inquiry, said investigators are checking "Sessions'
travel records and those of his
wife Alice to see whether government autos, airplanes and personnel have been used for private
purposes."
The inquiry also involved allegations that Mrs. Sessions has
violated FBI procedures, including use of her bureau building
pass, ABC said.

also says he's for a balanced
budget amendment, but he voted
against it three times and in one
instance, there was only a two
vote difference," he said.
He said the National Federation of Independent Businessmen
gave Ford a zero rating this week
because of its dissatisfaction with
his voting record on small
business.
Williams, in criticizing Ford on
his stance regarding a balanced
budget amendment, suggested a
plan of action until the budget is
balanced.
"I favor reducing the pay of
(individuals in) Congress $5,000
a year until they balance the
budget," he said.
Williams said containment of

for the month were $1,479.79
with $910.87 of this for utilities,
$173.16 for medical, $95 for rent,
$94.32 for transportation and
$206.44 for food purchased.
"Our pantry is low on most all
items and any donations will be
appreciated," Gentry said.
Dick Hoffman, president, made
an appeal for a donation of a used
computer with IBM compatibility. The office is in need of this

computer and any person or business having one to donate may
call the Need Line office.
Gentry discussed the annual
Christmas Food Basket service,
which will be held again this
year. Letters for donations of special items for these baskets for
family dinners will be mailed.
Sign-up time for the families
eligible for the food baskets will
be held at a later date.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Kentucky's tax receipts in
September were $12 million
lower than in 1991, the state
Finance Cabinet said today.
That raised a question about
whether the current budget can
be balanced without cuts, considering the cabinet's past
statements about the amount of
economic growth that was
needed.
But Finance Secretary Joe
Prather pointed to a pair of
"events" he said would delay
receipt of $29 million that
otherwise might have been
collected in the first quarter.
Public Service Commission
property taxes are being billed
one month later this year,
holding up $21.4 million. And
lottery sales are on track to
produce $100 million for the
state's General Fund in fiscal
1993, which on average would
be $8 million in September,
Prather said.
General Fund receipts were
$414 million last month, down
2.9 percent from September
1991.
Receipts since the fiscal
year began July 1 have been
$930.3 million, down $30.7
million, or 3.2 percent, from
the previous year.
Last month, the cabinet said
it needed growth for the year
of 7.6 percent.
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But Quayle's target will be
Clinton, not Gore, just as Gore's
target v.ill be Bush, not Quayle
— and both will probably be
rehearsing in hopes of top-of-theticket placements in 1996.
Quayle's mission will "be to
raise serious doubts about Clinton's program and about Clinton
as a leader," said a senior Republican official who helped the
vice president prepare for
tonight's debate.
"No one ever wins an election
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FOOT LONG
HOT DOG

(Coxed from page 1)
health-care costs is one of the
most important problems facing
America, an issue he says Bill
Clinton maneuvered around in
Sunday night's debate.
"We need to have simplified
billing so everyone can compare
charges with other providers.
Only then can consumers take a
stand and help pull costs down,"
he said.
Williams said medical malpractice suits are also responsible
for driving up the cost of health
care, a problem which he feels
Clinton and Ford are not addressing because, according to Williams, trial lawyers are giving
millions of dollars to the Democratic National Committee.
"We also have to do something
about product liability laws.
There are drugs that companies
can't bring out for 25 years
because of testing and when they
do they have to set up a trust
fund in case they get sued," he
said.
Williams said he wants to open
the financial records of doctors,
lawyers and insurance and drug

HOT D GS

Kathy Show, 206'4 North 10th St., reported to the Murray Police Department that someone tried to enter her apartment while she was home at
approximately 8:30 p.m. Oct. 7. According to reports, the person did force
open the kitchen door of the residence, but entry was not gained because
o4irl sprayed mace through the partially-opened door and blocked the
door by sliding a refngerator in front of it.

BUSINESSMAN REPORTS THEFT OF MONEY

James Sweatman, 901 Coldwater Road, reported to the Murray Police
Department that someone broke into a pool table at one of his businesses
Oct. 8 and took several dollars.

POLICE INVESTIGATE CRIMINAL MISCHIEF

Debbi* Cagle, 809 N. 17th St. reported to the Murray Police Department
Oct. 8 that someone had shot at her house with a BB gun causing damage
to two windows and a door about 7:15 p.m.

BURGLARIES REPORTED TO POLICE

Laura Buhlig, 1408 Stadium View Drive, reported that her apartment had
been burglarized between 4:50 and 9:40 p.m. Saturday. Several items were
taken in the burglary. In a separate incident, Timothy H. Gardner, 1408 Stadium View Drive, Apt. D, reported that his apartment was burglarized sometime between 4 p.m. Friday and 10:30 p.m. Saturday. Two guns and several
other items were reportedly taken.

companies so profits can be examined and people determine if
they arc reasonable.
"We have to make a barebones health-care policy available
to every American. Right now, if
a company provides you with
medical insurance, that money is
is not taxed, but if you are selfemployed or buy your own insurance, you pay for it with dollars
that have already been taxed. I
think we should give vouchers to
people so they can buy the insurance of 'their choice," he said.

MAN REPORTS CRIMINAL MISCHIEF, THEFT

Greg Bailey, RI. 1 Box 146, reported to police that someone broke into the
driver's side window of his vehicle while it was parked in the Wal-Mart parking lot Sunday at approximately 8:30 p.m. A carton of cigarettes was taken
from the vehicle.

POLICE ARREST MURRAY MAN ON WARRANT
Joseph Paul Caldwell, 1609 Main St., was arrested Friday by the Murray
Police Department on a warrant charging him with criminal mischief, criminal trespassing and contempt of court. According to reports, the charges
stem from an incident earlier this month.

TWO ARRESTED FOR INVOLVEMENT IN THEFTS
Cary S. Fowler, 315 Temont Drive, Hopkinsville, and Barton L. Hubbs, 2221
Landing Meadows, Owensboro. were arrested by the Murray Police Department Saturday VW they were caught taking pumpkins'from the D and PA
Market on Sycamore Street. According to reports, Fowler and Hubbs were
seen taking pumpkins from the market at approximately 3:06 a.m. by Officer Nicky Knight. Fowler and Hubbs are Murray State University students and
stated they were stealing the pumpkins after being told to do so by a member of a fraternity which they are pledging. The pair were charged with theft
by unlawful taking under $300 and with alcohol intoxication. Both were
lodged in the Calloway County Jail,

Williams said hospital
emergency rooms are lined with
Medicare recipients, which ends
up costing the federal government as much as five times more
than if they were treated by pnvate physicians.
He said he will win or lose
based on the amount that can be
raised at small functions and
from the Republican Senate
Committee.

ELDERLY WOMAN VICTIM OF SCAM ARTISTS

The Kentucky State Police and the Ballard County Sheriff's Department are
investigating an apparent scam where two white males and one white
female entered the home of an elderly Wickliffe woman on the pretense of
selling vinyl floor covering. According to reports, one of the subjects went
into a bedroom and took $268 in cash from the victim's purse while she was
distracted by the other two. The white female is in her early to mid 50s with
a large build and graying, short hair. One of the white males is in his early
60s, short and stocky with balding hair, color unknown. The other is in his
30s with a large frame and black, collar-length hair. There was a fourth subject that stayed in a black, compact, late-model car. Anyone with information
is asked to call the Kentucky State Police at 1-800-222-5555.

"If I don't win, I can go back
to Burkesville. I don't fear living
there bad enough to change my
principles," he said.

Public pays for teen pregnancies
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You Are Invited To Participate In The

'Murray Christmas" Parade

0000

The Christmas season is approaching in Murray and on Saturday,
December 5th, the Rotary Club sponsors its "Annual Christmas Parade." This
year the Murray Retail Promotions Committee plans a gala celebration before
and after the parade which will insure a truly fabulous "Murray Christmas"
season.
Your school groups, church groups, band or music group is invited to be an entry in the
parade! This year,the Rotary Club is giving over $700 in cash prizes to any non-commercial
entrants judged superior. By joining the parade, your organization can have lots of
Christmas fun and maybe raise some money at the same time. Entrants need not think an
elaborate "float" is needed to enter the parade. A truck or wagon decorated in the "Murray
Christmas" theme just might be enough to win!!
Parade co-chairmen this year are Jim Tate, owner of Murray Auto Auction, and Don E.
Jones.
As in the past years,entrants will line up at 9:30 a.m.Saturday on 10th Street and proceed
downtown.The parade will begin at 10:30 a.m. In case ofrain,listen to the radio to see if the
parade is cancelled. If cancelled Saturday, we will have the parade beginning at 2:00 p.m. on
the following Sunday with the line up at 1:00 p.m.
•

010

Mail Entries to: "Rotary Club", P.O. Box 411, Murray, KY. 42071
or call the Chamber of Commerce 763-5171
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OKLAHOMA CITY — An
increase in teen-age birth rates is
taking its toll on taxpayer funds,
a study of 17 southern states
concludes.
The study, released Monday,
shows that public expenditures
associated with early childbearing
jumped from $3.6 billion in 1987
to $5.7 billion in 1991, an
increase of 60 percent.
The report cited a 16-percent
increase in teen-age pregnancies
between 1986 and 1990 in the 17
states, led by a 30-percent
increase in North Carolina and a
25-percent climb in Missouri.
"The message this report
sends is that the burden of tooearly parenthood extends beyond
the young family — it takes a tremendous toll on our public pocket as well," said Oklahoma Gov.
Walters, lead governor of the
Southern Regional Project on
Infant Mortality.
The report, entitled "Expenditures and Investments: Adolescent Pregnancy in the South,"
was an outgrowth of the project
of the Southern Governors Association and the Southern Legislative Conference.
The report said that over the
period of the study, adolescent
childbearing increased from 38.4
births per 1,000 girls, ages 15 to
17, to 44.6 births per 1,000 girls.
Walters said the study shows a
deepening "crisis of children
having children."
The governor, in a telephone
news conference with reporters in
several states, said it is estimated
that $110 million was spent on
primary prevention of adolescent
pregnancy across the South in
1992.
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WOMAN REPORTS ATTEMPTED BURGLARY

on a vice presidential debate,"
said the Republican, who asked
not to be identified. "But there's
an opportunity here that Quayle
could raise some issues that Bush
could follow up on on Thursday
and Monday."
Gore's job is to "state the
affirmative message of what a
Clinton -Gore administration
would he like, make the case for
change and reflect over the past
four years ... (that have produced)
the worst economic performance
since Herbert Hoover," said his
campaign manager, Mark Gearan.
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"That's roughly two cents
worth of prevention for every
dollar spent on families started
by adolescents," he said. "We
are most definitely paying for the
pound of cure."
Oklahoma's teen-age birth rate
dropped 1 percent over the period
— the only one of the 17 states to
show a decline. Walters attributed the drop to the state getting
a head start on prevention
programs.
He said beginning in 1993, all
schools in the state will have
mandated health programs as part
of an education reform law. He
said that will give young people
instruction to "help guide healthful decision making."
The report listed Oklahoma as
among five states that have made
significant contributions to adolescent primary care services.
The others were Arkansas, Georgia, Kentucky and Maryland.
Other states surveyed included
Alabama, Delaware, Florida,
Louisiana, Mississippi, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia and West Virginia.
South Carolina and Tennessee
each had a 23 percent increase in
teen-age childbearing. Florida
had a 22 percent increase, Virginia 20 percent, Georgia 19 percent and Maryland 18 percent.
Next were Alabama and Arkansas with 16 percent and Delaware with 15 percent. Then came
Mississippi, 14 percent; Louisiana, Texas and West Virginia, 8
percent, and Kentucky, 7 percent.
The statistics on Delaware and
Maryland were based on 1989
data.
Among all girls ages 13 to 19,
Kentucky recorded 9,028 live
births in 1986 and 9,438 in 1990.
"I think it just illustrates the
disparity in the priority that is
placed on supporting the family
rather than on dealing with prevention," said Ann Tarter, family
planning section director for the
Kentucky Department of Health
Services.
John Schlitt, who wrote the
report, said poverty was a common denominator for high teenage pregnancy rates.
Schlitt said he could not argue
with contention of North Carolina
officials that its rate of increase
in teen-age births was 24 percent,
based on adjustments in the 1990
Census.
The report said Aid to Families
with Dependent Children
accounted for $2.2 million in
public costs associated with teenage pregnancies in 1991. Medicaid accounted for $2.0 billion
and food stamps $1.5 billion.
The report's cost estimates are
based on national data that suggests 53 percent of families got
on public assistance because of
teen-age pregnancies.
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CLINTON ROLLS OUT THE BRASS ARTILL
attacks on his

CHARLOTTE, N.C. — Bill Clinton responded to Republican
draft record and anti-war protests by rolling out the heavy artillery — a phalanx of top military brass of the Vietnam and Desert Storm eras lined up to
endorse the Democrat. Clinton described his military supporters as "people
who know that no party or point of view has a corner on patriotism." The
Republicans sought to shake up their stalled campaign by announcing
through presidential aides that President Bush would ask for resignations
from his Cabinet and other top administration officials if re-elected and completely remake his economic team in a second term. Clinton had a comeback for that, too, telling the North Carolina crowd that that's like trying to
blame the team — rather than the coach — for a losing season.

EARTHQUAKE
OVER 350 KILLED IN EGYPT
out of rubble continue after

CAIRO, Egypt — Urgent efforts to dig the living
at least 370 people are killed, many of them schoolchildren -ampled in
panicked stampedes, in a major earthquake that toppled buildings across
Cairo. A mother, holding her dead son and shouting for help, was pulled
from the rubble of a building more than seven hours after the mid-afternoon
earthquake that registered 5.9 on the Richter scale. Snapped telephone
lines hampered communications, but reports came in of the quake being felt
in Alexandria on the Mediterranean, at lsmailiya on the Suez Canal to the
east and in Assiut in southern Egypt. The quake was centered about 20
miles southwest of Cairo, a few miles from the pyramids and the Sphinx on
the Giza Plateau. Information Minister Safwat el-Sherif said major monuments survived intact from the 20-second temblor.

TRANSPLANT
WOMAN DIES AFTER PIG LIVERafter
becoming the first

LOS ANGELES — A young woman died 1V. days
person ever to receive a transplant of a pig liver. Susan Fowler, 26, of Burbank, died late Monday, just before she was to undergo surgery to receive a
human liver that had been flown in from Utah earlier in the day, said Ron
Wise, spokesman at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center. The cause of death was
not immediately known."We are all very distressed by this turn of events. It
was a heroic effort," Wise said. "We hoped that we could preserve her life.
II was not to be."

ADVICE
AIDS ADVICE MAY NOT BE GOOD
information that's mislead-

ANAHEIM, Calif.— AIDS hot lines often give out
ing, oversimplified — or just plain wrong, a survey has found. "They actually
generate a lot of anxiety, although overall they probably do more good than
not," said Dr. Stephen Gluckman of Cooper Hospital in Camden, N.J., who
directed the survey. In the survey, drama students called 33 hot lines pretending to be people infected with the AIDS virus or people who were well
but worried. The answers they got varied widely. Gluckman attributed the
poor advice to haphazard training and often nonexistent counseling experience among the volunteers who staff the hot lines, which are intended to
clear up confusion about the disease.

NY
RADIOACTWE SMUGGLING IN GERMA
of black marketeers

BERLIN — German officials are alarmed by attempts
from the former East bloc to smuggle highly radioactive materials to the
West, especially since the smugglers are seemingly ignorant of the danger.
Authorities' concerns were underlined by the seizure in Frankfurt over the
weekend of containers of radioactive material from a train-station locker and
from the trunk of a car parked at an airport hotel. In connection with the
seizure, investigators said there were indications that more than 40 pounds
of weapons-grade uranium has headed into the black market. Although
some of the smuggled material can't be used to make weapons, it still poses
severe health dangers, as demonstrated by the August arrest in Switzerland
of four smugglers.

ONIST ATTACK
JEFFERSON UNDER REVISIJefferson's
250th birthday

CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. — As Thomas
approaches, historians are pulling skeletons from Monticello's closets. Like
is
Christopher Columbus, the author of the Declaration of Independence
Jefferson
that
teaching
of
century
a
than
more
After
attack.
under revisionist
opposed slavery and believed in a nation in which "all men are created
private
equal," some historians say it's time people knew that his public andhis own
persona didn't always jibe. For instance, Jefferson didn't free
is the
slaves, and he thought blacks were inferior to whites, they say. "This
University
Columbia
a
Sloan,
Herbert
said
Jefferson,"
Thomas
of
dark side
professor. Fifty years ago, when scholars gathered to commemorate Jefferon
son's 200th birthday, organizers refused to allow any negative papers
at a fivethe tall, red-haired Virginian, Sloan said. But things will be different
day conference that begins Wednesday.

STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP)
— An American was awarded the
Nobel Prize in economics today
for research that extended economic theory to areas of human
behavior not previously associated with market forces.
The academy said the work of
Gary S. Becker, 61, of the University of Chicago, encouraged
social scientists to apply economic theory to areas that had been
the realm of sociologists, demographers and criminologists.
Becker, who first advanced his
ideas in the late 1950s, has borrowed an aphorism from George
Bernard Shaw to describe his philosophy: "Economy is the art of
making the most of life."

didn't think it was going to happen this year."
"What I try to do is take
economic-type thinking and apply it with social-type problems,"
is how he explained his work.
Becker "has applied the principle of rational, optimizing
behavior to areas where researchers formerly assumed that behavior is habitual and often downright irrational," said the Royal
Swedish Academy of Sciences,
which awarded the $1.2 million
prize.
The academy said his analysis,
which at first met with skepticism
and distrust, has often been
controversial.
In 1986, Becker suggested that

The economist, who is also a
sociologist, figured out how people, households and organizations
apply economic principles to a
wide range of everyday decisions.
These include discrimination in
the labor market, cost-benefit
analysis in criminal behavior, and
even how people treat relatives
from whom they stand to inherit
money.
His books include the "The
Economics of Discrimination" of
1957, "Human Capital," from
1964 and "A Treatise on the
Family" published in 1981.
Becker, reached by The Associated Press at home, said he was
"happy, surprised, still in a bit of
a shock" about winning. "I

Personnel Board's
ex-director sues
to get his job back
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A
Ul1iGä. Walman
lace Wilkinson had him fired for
political reasons has filed suit to
get his state job back.
In the alternative, Arthur
"Dutch" Hatterick asked for a
hearing before the agency for
which he worked — the Kentucky Personnel Board.
Hatterick was executive director of the board until Oct. 11,
1991. The lawsuit he filed Friday
in Franklin Circuit Court claims
he was dismissed in retaliation
for investigating hiring practices
in Wilkinson's administration.
Wilkinson acknowledged on
Kentucky Educational Television
last November that he wanted
Hatterick fired and had appointed
people to the board who would
agree to get rid of Hatterick.
But Wilkinson said it was
because Hauerick had refused to
remove a state employee with a
drug conviction.
Wilkinson was listed as a
defendant individually and in his
official capacity. The Personnel
Board also is a defendant. Hatter-

ick's attorney, Philip Taliaferro
of Covington, is a former Personnel Board chairman.
Hatterick asked the court for
an unspecified amount of money
for damages, past and future salary, humiliation and distress. He
also asked for injunctions to
enable him to regain his job, or a
full evidentiary hearing before
the board on the reason for his
dismissal.
Hatterick appealed his firing to
the board, and the case is now
before a hearing officer.
The suit claims board members
didn't follow proper procedures
in dismissing him.
Hatterick was a non-merit
appointee, a type of employee
who can be dismissed without
cause. But his suit claims there
was an illegal cause — political
discrimination.
The hearing officer in Hatterick's Personnel Board case has
ruled that Hatterick did not mention political discrimination in his
original appeal and cannot raise it
now. Hatterick has appealed that
rub%

just as people sign contracts in

business, couples getting married
should consider pre-nuptial
agreements.
The Nobel Prize in medicine
was awarded Monday to Edwin
Krebs and Edmond Fischer of the
United States for defining a basic
biological process important to
understanding cancer and organ
transplant rejection.
Last week, Poet Derek Walcott
of St. Lucia became the first Caribbean native to win the Nobel
Prize in literature.
The Nobel prizes in physics
and chemistry will be awarded
Wednesday, and the Nobel Peace
Prize will be awarded in Oslo,
Norway on Friday.

—BOARDING—
Round Pen • Outside Riding Area

C Stables
(502) 753-7702 or 753-6970 Larry Cunningham
Penny Hwy.783(3 minutes from Expo Center) Murray
We don't just board horses.. we gtoe them o home."

Murray's Only $3,000 and Under Lot
Owner - Dennis Winchester
1980 Chev. Truck
Classic
Caprice
Chev.
1985
$2,100
Red Sharp
$2,100
V-8, Dependebis
1982 Chev. Citation
1986 Pontiac 6000
$1,250
Good 1.4ies .
$2,100
Burgundy
1985 Toyota Truck
1985 Chev. Celebrity
$1,950
Clean
$2,100
v-a, sow cot
Ranger
Ford
1985
1982 Cutlass Cierra Bit
$2,000
Low Milea
$1,550
Loaded
1988 Ford Taurus
1978 Buick LeSabre
v-a, Loaded....................$3,900
1 Owner
$650
1985 Dodge 600
$1,700
1987 Ford Escort
Cony., Shwp
$3,300
1983 Buick Skylark
1988 Chev. S-10 Truck $3,300
Good Mechanically
$1.200
Nice
On These Cars
Available
Financing
$2,495
1985 Ford Tempo. Local Car
$1,995
1984 Ford Escort, Loca
$1,195
1979 Chev. Monza, v-6

753-1916

BARGAIN PRICES

$20.00

$20.00
ALT
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American wins Nobel Prize in economics

News of the World
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Letters to the Editor
Sees Clinton as Jane Fonda clone
k

Dear Editor:
Last week Rep. Robert Doman spoke on the U.S. House floor telling of a trip by Bill Clinton to Russia in 1969. This was reported on
WLAC last Friday but nothing was found in the print media until the
Monday issue of USA Today. Perhaps this Russian trip is too hot for
the papers to handle!
Clinton was reportedly involved in the anti-war demonstrations in
London. He was one of 40 students aboard a "peace train" that
traveled from Helsinki. Finland, to Moscow. Clinton's office conftrmed his trip to Russia and stated that "he stayed there-atone-about- a
week, visiting tourist attractions."
Remember, this is at the height of the cold war and Russia is producing the bombs and bullets that were killing our GIs and the SAM
missiles that were downing our planes. Americans weren't free to
travel to the Soviet Union during these times unless they were sympathetic or could be used for propoganda purposes.
I think it is only fair to ask, what is a draft dodger like Clinton
doing in Moscow in December, 1969? By this time in Vietnam, five
Simpson County young men are already dead, probably from Russian
weapons.
Being Vietnam veterans, we ire beginning to suspect that Mr. Slick
Willie might be a Jane Fonda clone. Clinton's character deficiency list
continues to grow! Does this trouble anyone else?
Steve Maloney, DVM
330 S. Main St., Franklin KY 42134
(Also signed by Rodney Ellis and Larry E. Gibson)

Bush came up short on jobs goal
Dear Editor:
Jobs, jobs, jobs.
The word "jobs" has been the rallying cry of politicians for
decades. In a moment of stupidity (or weakness) at the Republican
National Convention in 1988 George Bush announced that there
would be 30,000,000 new jobs created in the United States in the next
eight years (he just assumed he would be re-elected). The President
stuck with that goal throughout the 1988 campaign; 30,000,000 new
jobs, or 15,000,000 each term. I say the statement was stupid because
the greatest number of new jobs in any presidential term in history
was 10,551,000.
When George Bush entered the White House there were
114,968,000 civilian jobs in our economy. As of the Sept., 1992
Employment Report there were approximately 117,700,0(X) civilians
employed. So the President is some 12,268,000 jobs short of his goal.
So far in his term of office there have been only 2,732,000 jobs added
to the employment rolls, over half of them in the public sector.
Now of course several times a week President Bush and the Quayles, both Dan and Marilyn. point out how terrible things would be if
voters elect another governor of a small Southern state. During the
four years Jimmy Carter was President of the United States there were
10,551,000 new jobs created in our economy. Just think for a moment
and compare the jobs created by that "failed presidency" (Both Bush
and Quayle use that term often when they talk about the peanut farmer
from Georgia) with the 2,732,000 created in the first 44 months of the
Bush-Quayle term. Gosh, what would things have been like if Jimmy
Carter had been successful?
Bill Clinton and Al Gore have set a goal of 8,000,000 new jobs for
the next four years. The goal is not only realistic, but it is essential if
we are to create employment opportunities for the new entrants into
the labor force.
I fully realize figures bore the daylights out of a lot of people but if
you want to check the figures see p. 332 of the Economic Report of
the President, February, 1992. The September employment figures are
from the Wall Street Journal, Monday, Oct. 5, page 2.
W.L. Pinkston
1611 Magnolia Drive. Murray

Letter helped find missing friend
Dear Editor:
We want to express our appreciation for your printing our letter
searching for comrades. We have received information from one of
your readers giving us his current address and the whereabouts of
some others.
• Thank you very much.
Fred C Stueve
4280 Sailer Rd., Wamego, KS 66547

World Editorial Roundup

.0)

Oct. I; The Providence (R.I.) Journal-Bulletin on Ross Perot:
The happiest interpretation we can place on Ross Perot's irritating
re-emergence (in the presidential race) is that his motive is to force
the Republican and Democratic nominees to talk honestly about the
budget deficit. We no longer consider the Texas tycoon to be a serious
presidential contender ..., but he does offer serious ideas on deficit
reduction. Now he should place them on the table and then leave the
ring — for good.
Higher taxes and less government spending — as ... Perot proposes
Perot's formula
— are the surest remedies to reduce the deficit.
just about
touch
they
because
voters
fair,
as
many
by
may be accepted
everyone and put the bigger burden on the rich. Best of all, these ideas
might actually eliminate the deficit in five years.
Oct. 4; The Times-Picayune, New Orleans, OR the economy:
Plans for fixing the American economy are in vogue these days.
President Bush has one. Bill Clinton has one, and Ross Perot has one
in book form. Now comes a bipartisan group called the Strengthening
of America Commission with yet another blueprint for economic
revival.
Although it resembles in certain respects — such as an emphasis on
cutting the deficit — various elements of the other three plant AS
central proposal is uncommonly radical and inevitably controversial.
The key idea is to tax consumption and not income. ... The plan
goes so far as to recommend that the present tax code be abolished
and replaced with a new system that taxes ... goods and services ...
while exempting savings from taxes.
The overriding challenge right now is to promote economic growth
while simultaneously hacking away at the debilitating deficit. The latest plan offers thoughts on that too. but, like most of the rest, it is
long on generalities and short on specifics.
Still, all this election-year economic ferment is welcome. It might
even result one day in solutions.

By WALTER R. MEARS
Associated Press Pisan Analysis

ATLANTA — In the vice presidential debate, cheerleading and
competence are what count.
Rivals Dan Quayle and Al Gore
will be following the campaign
script, not revising it, when they
confront each other and a political stranger tonight.
No. 2 candidates — Quayle the
vice president, Gore the Democratic senator and newcomer
James B. Stockdale the independent — seldom affect the course
of presidential campaign.
And in this campaign, the polls
and the odds favor Democrat Bill
Clinton.
The debates — one presidential
encounter down, two to go —
seemed a last opening for President Bush to shake up the race
and close in on Clinton in the
polls. He didn't manage it in the
presidential opener in St. Louis
on Sunday night, and it can't be
done in the vice presidential
interlude.
At the same time, the vice
presidential contestants need to
display competence to take over
the White House themselves if
need be. That is, after all, why
vice presidents are there.
That's been a problem for
Quayle, who has suffered negative poll ratings in the polls,

quips from TV comedians and
slips that tended to accentuate his
weaknesses. But he is a more
adept and confident national campaigner now than in 1988, and
GOP allies say that will be on
display in the debate.
Gore can be pedantic and stiff
although he too is a better political performer now than four
years ago, when he made a brief
bid for the Democratic presidential nomination.
Stockdale is the unknown factor in the first three-way vice
presidential debate. He's 68, the
elder by two decades of the major
party nominees, an admiral, a former POW and a scholar, but not
yet a campaigner. Initially he was
to be a temporary running mate
for Ross Perot, who needed a
vice presidential name for his
ballot petition drives. The assignment became permanent after
Perot formally entered the race.
Another unknown: the Atlanta
debate, unlike it's St. Louis predecessor, will be head-to-head-tohead, without a questioning panel
of journalists. With only a single
moderator, Quayle, Gore and
Stockdale will be talking directly
to one another, in a format more
akin to real debating than the
question and answer format of
prior matchups.
But when voters choose
between candidates for the White

House, running mates are an
afterthought.
That means Quayle will carry
on for Bush, Gore for Clinton,
Stockdale for Perot, all three presumably picking up where the
presidential candidates left off
Sunday night.
Republican campaign adviser
Charles Black said Quayle will
be raising the same questions of
character, trust and tax increases
Bush aimed directly at Clinton in
their debate.
Gore will find ready rebuttals
in the St. Louis debate text. Clinton's been pushing the themes of
change and Republican failure
that he and Gore have woven into
a two-man campaign show.
They've spent more time campaigning together than any modern ticket.
In addition, the environment,
which didn't come up in the presidential debate, surely will now.
Quayle calls Gore an "environmental extremist," and says steps
the Tennessee senator advocates
would 'undermine economic
recovery and cost jobs. Clinton
and Gore, who wrote a bestselling book on the subject, tell
their campaign crowds that a
sound environmental policy can
create new jobs for Americans.
That's an argument due for a
replay.
The Democrats are wary that

Gore may have been oversold for
the debate with Quayle, inflating
expectations to the point that the
vice president can gain the
advantage just by holding his
own. Clinton gloated long in
advance at the prospect of sending his running mate up against
Quayle. Gore said he couldn't
wait.
Quayle's reputation as a debater is colored by the bestremembered line of his 1988
meeting with Sen. Lloyd Bentsen:
"Senator, you're no Jack Kennedy." Quayle never said he was,
only that he'd served in Congress
for as long as Kennedy had when
he ran for president.
That, and a fumbling response
when he was asked what he'd do
first if he _succeeded to the presidency, marked him a loser in the
debate, although it made no difference in the election the Republicans won easily.
Now he's got a second chance,
on a trailing ticket, and he's
eagerly claimed to be at a disadvantage. At this point, three
weeks from election day, the
expectations game makes no
difference.
There's no time to play it.
(Walter R. Mears, vice president
and columnist for The Associated Press, has reported on
Washington and national politics for more than 25 years.)

PASS THE BABY

What's in a name?
"Squire Babcock." I muttered
to myself when I first heard the
name. "Squire Babcock, fiction
writer," I sneered, imagining an
annoyingly articulate young man
with wire-rimmed glasses, a
Roman numeral after his name,
and the manuscript of a bestselling novel in his L.L. Bean
backpack.
"His book is probably about
his days in prep school," I
carped, "or the fun times he had
on Wall Street during the Reagan
era."
Was I ever wrong. On all
counts but one.
Squire Babcock is around 40,
delightfully articulate, and downto-earth. He may have a bestselling novel, though, and he's
going to read segments of that
novel on Thursday night at 7:30
in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery on
the Murray State University
campus.
Babcock's manuscript, "The
Brotherhood of Bucks and
Quails," sounds like it's more
about beckrooms and barrooms
than boardrooms. The main character, Calvin Turtle, tells his
story as he plays solitaire, Vegasstyle.
"Mules one of the hardest ver
s)ons of the game," says Bah
cock, an admitted solitaire player
"You can only go through the
deck one card at a time," he
explains. "When you get to the
end of the deck, you're done."
The text of the novel is supplemented with pictures of the vari-

MAIN STREET
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c

Constance Alexander
Ledger & 'limes columnist
ous hands Calvin Turtle deals
himself. -The pictures open the
window a little," declares the
author. "They draw the reader in
on a different level."
Babcock began formulating the
main character of his book while
he was working on his Masters of
Fine Arts at University of Massachusetts at Amherst. He graduated from the program in 1991.
Squire Babcock's own life
sounds as if it contains great
material for a novel. A native of
Louisville, he took a few feints at
college life immediately after
high school but soon abandoned

fbrmal education to join the family business — pool tables. While
still in his 20s, Squire sold pool
tables in Nashville while he cultivated "a vague notion" that he
wanted to be a writer.
Babcock admits that he "hung
around writers" while he was a
businessman, and that he also
spent time attending writers' conferences and workshops. Besides
that, he'd had a passion for writing since he was a child.
At 29, he decided to leave the
business world and go to college.
He entered an undergraduate
program at University of Massa-

Just drop us a line ...
tinders and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor, We
prW lettcrs on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the fal'miring guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer't address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessity(telephone numben will not be published). Letters should be
typo:mina and double-spaced if possible and should be on topics of
genesal lowest. Legers mutt not be more than 500 words. The Murray
Ledger & Thant reserves the right to condense or reject any letter and
to Boit frequent writers.
Litters shooId be addressed to: Letter to the Editor. Murray Ledger
& Times. P.O. Sot 1040. Murray, KY 42071.

chusetts called University Without Walls, designed especially for
non-traditional students. After
completing his undergraduate
degree, he decided to pursue the
MFA. "It's a job credential,"
Babcock declares. "And it puts
you in touch with other writers."
Though 10 years ago Babcock
had no thoughts of returning to
his home state, he found that he
wanted to come back after he'd
finished his graduate degree.
Familiar with west Tennessee and
west Kentucky, Babcock says he
went through a "complex process
of selection" before choosing
Murray as his new home. "I've
come here to write about home
and to hunt and fish," he says. He
also confesses that he wants to
stay here.
Babcock has published short
fiction and feature articles in various newspapers, literary journals
and periodicals, but he is quick to
point out that editors of The New
Yorker and The Paris Review are
not begging him to submit stories
to their prestigious publications.
When asked how he classifies
his writing — post-modernist,
minimalist or what — he strokes
his jaw thoughtfully and says, "I
don't know what kind of 'ist' I
am. A realist, I guess."
The audience will decide for
itself on Thursday, Oct. 17. at
7:30 p.m. in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery on the fourth floor of the
Doyle Fine Arts Center. The
reading is free and the public is
welcome.
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Calloway County Middle School students Chris Hendricks, Mitch
Ryan and John 0. Hughes work in cooperative learning groups in
pre-algebra class.
class demonStudents in Kathy Mowrey's sixth-grade exploratory
Pictured
butter.
making
by
"churn"
word
spelling
strated the
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on,
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(from I-r) are Casey Carter, Terry
.
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Daniel Hutchens, an eighth-grade student at Murray Middle
School, was recently chosen as the Student of the Week. Hutchens,
of
the son of Randy and Gloria Hutchens of Murray, is a member
from
(second
is
above
pictured
the school's academic team. He
right) with Wendy Parker of WSJP, teacher Scott Turner and
James Hart of Century 21.
Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
of the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway
County Schools and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times.
Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each districL Please direct your
questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2893).
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In a sixth-period geometry class at Calloway County High, these
students get into groups to justify conclusions. In the front row
(from 1-r) are Tyra Gamble and Sabrina Bowker. In the back row
are Missy Outland and Vanessa Bucy.
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and
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Shanna Gibson, David Breeding, Shona
Kelleher.

East Calloway students stand by their daily pledge with strong
commitment. Pictured (from 1-r) are Jarrin Litchfield and Heath
Wrye.

Calloway County Middle School seventh-grade students Brandon
Sharp, Art Cripps and Brad Calloway share a copy of their school
newspaper with Murray State University professor Dr. Ann Landini. She offered the students helpful tips and insight into journalistic techniques.

in
Edith Noffsinger dressed as a clown and performed for students
Robertson Elementary's kindergarten.

fruity
Students at Southwest Elementary recently held a funny,
animals day. Shown above (from 1-r) are Whitney Bogard, Brandy
Watkins, Tara Vanhorn, Stefanie Wilson and Jessie Adams. Also
pictured is student teacher Tamra Smith.

Seven and eight-year-old students at North Elementary work
together in groups to research facts about the state of Kentucky.
Pictured clockwise are Jeremy Waggoner, Ray West and Cherie
Mayall.

evaporation rate
Adam Meloan (left) and Ross Clark compare the
school.
Middle
of different liquids at Murray

During a study of colonial American literature, Casey Williams
(left) and Jeremy Norvell tell the story of an event through sketches and drawings, as did the Native Americans.

learn
Fifth-graders at North Elementary help primary students
Alimath facts. In the front row (from 1-r) are Amanda Jones and
Sexton.
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Southwest Elementary students Zack Lovett. Amanda ('arter and
Aaron Heltsky enjoy a lemon presented by Cindy F%anc, a Murray State University reading participant.
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and movers with a basket
Welcome Wagon. An American Tradition.
Please Call
Ingeborg King, 4924348
Kathryn Outland, 753-3079
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JO'S DATEBOOK

CALENDAR
Tuesday, Oct. 13
rts
Pianist Wesley Robe
performance/8 p.m./Farrell ReciCenter,
al Hall, Doyle Fine Arts
Admissity.
Univer
State
Aurray
ion free.
0
"omedian performance/7:3
Murs,
Stable
Center
m./Curris
Admission
-ay State University.
'tee.
um/
National Scouting Muse
p.m.
:30
)pen 9 a.m.-4
iiingo/7 p.m./Knights of Colum,us building.
Parents Anonymou5/6 p.m.
nfo/753-0082.
Recovery Incil p.m./Red Cross
Chapter House. Mayfield.
Info/1-247-5469.
n
Murray Lions Club Radio
ns
Statio
adio
p.m./R
Aucuon/6-10
WSJP and WBLN.
433
Murray Star Chapter No.
7:30
Order of Eastern Star/
p.m./Masonic Hall.

Tuesday, Oct. 13
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion
Hall, South Sixth and Maple
Streets, Murray.

Jo Burkeen
1CMurray Today editor
County
The general membership meeting of Murray-Calloway
Playthe
at
p.m.
6:30
at
Community Theatre will be tonight (Tuesday)
urged
and
invited
are
butors
contri
and
rs
house in the Park. All membe
to attend, a board member said.

Murray High School events
include J.V. and Varsity Soccer
teams hosts Paducah
Tilghman/5:30 and 7 p.m.

Visually Disabled meeting Thursday

Memorial Baptist Church events
include Lite Lunch and service/
noon; revival/8 p.m.

meet Thursday,
The Self-Help Support Group of the Visually Disabled willLibrary
, 710 Main
Public
Oct. 15, at 6 p.m. in the Annex of Calloway Countyattend.
more informaFor
to
invited
are
s
person
ted
interes
Any
.
St., Murray
tion call Glenda Carroll at 753-7694.

First United Methodist Church
events include Mother's Morning
Out/9 a.m.; Waters/Doran Circle
at Clara Humphrey home and
Tucker/Frost Circle at A. Brown
home/9:30 a.m.; Adult Exercise/5
p.m.; Disciple Bible Study/6 p.m.

Men's Stag Night Thursday

First Baptist Church events
include Mother's Day Out and
Estelle Gray WMU Group with
Chistine Stubblefield/9:30 a.m.;
Married Couples luncheon/11:45
a.m. and supper/5:30 p.m.;
Conference/12:15 p.m. and 6
p.m.; Families First Choir/6:30
p.m.; worship/7 p.m.
(Coned on page 7)

Oct. 15, at 6
Men's Stag Night at Murray Country Club will be Thursday,potato,
salad,
baked
steak,
eye
rib
be
will
p.m. at the club. The dinner menu
. Reservations
vegetable, roll and dessert with the price being $9 per person
must be made by Wednesday night by calling 753-6113.

Civitan meeting on Thursday

Carla Leigh Williams and
Samuel Wade Henry to marry

g of Murray
'Arthritis & You' will be the theme of the program at a meetin
Restaurant.
ace
at
Homepl
p.m.
7
at
15,
Oct.
ay,
Thursd
on
Civitan Club
-Calloway
Of
Murray
ich
Korolev
Robert
Dr.
and
Guests will be Kathie Pierce
or the Civitan
County Hospital. 'Anyone interested in the Arthritis theme
Civitan president.
Club are invited as guests,' explains Wayne Williams,

Brooks Chapel UMW plans supper

Wedding planned Oct. 31
will be marMiss Carla Leigh Williams and Samuel Wade Henry
Church of
rd
Conco
New
at
a.m.
11
at
ried on Saturday, Oct. 31,
rd.
Conco
,
Christ New
es and friends
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relativ
.
are invited to attend
Williams and
The bride-elect is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Mr. and Mrs.
of
r
aughte
grandd
is
the
Betty Williams of Paducah. She
late James
the
and
ia
DaVan
te
Jeanet
Mrs.
of
and
W.M. Williams
DaVania, all of Paducah.
Henry of
The groom -elect is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ray
Clyde
late
the
and
n
Hendo
Nell
Mrs.
of
on
grands
the
is
He
Murray.
and
Mr.
late
the
and
,
Murray
of
Hendon and of Mrs. Wanda Henry, all
.
Mrs. Rayford Henry
. She is
Miss Williams i,j 1988 graduate of Lone Oak High School
Edurial
Indust
ng
studyi
sity,
Univer
currently attending Murray State
is
She
ng.
l
Drafti
ectura
Archit
in
lizing
specia
logy,
cation Techno
State.
y
employed at Waterfield Library at Murra
. He
Mr. Henry is a 1983 graduate of Calloway County High School
nmental
Enviro
ng
studyi
sity
Univer
State
y
Murra
ng
auendi
tly
is curren
ld.
Engineering. He is employed at General Tire of Mayfie

Celebrates first birthday
•

r a Ham and
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church Women will sponso
. Hours
Center
nity
Commu
Dexter
the
at
17,
Oct.
ay,
Saturd
on
Bean Supper
with
adults
for
$3.50
be
will
cost
The
p.m.
8
to
4:30
from
be
of serving will
in
UMW
the
t
suppor
to
attend
to
urged
is
public
children under 12 free. The
this fund-raising event.

Harrison Reunion on Sunday
18, at the
A reunion of the George Harrison family will be Sunday, Oct.
1241, Old Paducah
Local 665 United Rubber Workers Uninp Hall, Highwaay potluck
meal will be
Road, Murray. The hall will open at 10:30 a.m, and
served.

Legal representative to be here
SerA representative from the Paducah Office of Western Kentucky Legal
Senior Citizens
vices, Inc., will be present at the Murray-Calloway County
senior citizens
Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray, to provide legal services forThis will be Oct.
made.
been
has
tment
appoin
a
prior
if
ance
assist
needing
aged sixty (60) and
15, at 9:30 a.m. No fees will be charged to individuals
would like to conIf
you
ions.
regulat
grant
III
over in accordance with Title
tment with the
sult with an attorney, you will need to call and make an appoinOct. 14, before
sday,
Wedne
on
noon
by
center
s
citizen
senior
director of the
are made, then
the representative arrives on Thursday. If no appointmentslegal specialities.
an attorney will not be available. Kentucky does not certify

Hospital reports released

Melanie Sarah Mathis will ct;lehrate her first birthday on Thursday, Oct. 15, at her home. She is the daughter of Glens Ricky and
Scarlett Tripp Mathis; the sister of Jordan Ricky Mathis; and the
granddaughter of Ira Rudy and Mattie Ann Tripp, Clara Lindsey
Mathis, and the late George Richard Mathis, all of Murray. She
also has several aunts, uncles and cousins in the Murray area.

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E. Broadway Mayfield

Evary Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7.00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weakly Spuds!. *

247-8537

One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Friday, Oct. 9, have been
released as follows:
Ninstom admission
Buffington baby boy, parents.
Pamela and Rodney, Ftt. 2, Box 53,
Hunbngdon, Tenn.
Dismissals
'Ars. Beivie Morgan, P.O. Box 1172,
Murray; Mrs. Joyce A. Ennis and baby
glik Rt. 1,6ox .170A, Camden. Tam.;
Gsraldt WOW At. 2, Box 40C,Springville, Tann.; Mrs. Marilyn M.
Thornton, 2112 Coldwater Rd.,
Murray;
Fred T. Hart, Rt. 1, Box 118A,
Hazel; Jesse Lee, Ftt. 6, Box 321A,
Murray; Ralph Cfinendon, P.O. Box
68. OGritsey;
Mrs Ruby M. Keel, 315 Woodiawn,
Murray, Mrs Melissa F. Bruns and
baby boy. At 1. Box 548, Puryear,
Tenn.:
Mrs. Vandana Parlecha and baby
boy, 1506 Cardinal Dr. Murray, Wm
Charlie B Aldridge, 739 Riley Ct.,
Murray;
Miss Cindy I. Stokes and baby boy,
P.O. Box 146E, Almo, Mrs. Evie Paschall, Rt. 4, Box 198, Murray; Marion
Sparks, At. 6, Box 294C, Murray,
Mrs. Dixie Lee Wilson, Rt. 3, Box
227, Murray. Miss Jennifer L Higgins
and baby boy, At 1, Box 146E, Aim
Expirstion
Mrs Salons Pittman, 904 Vine St

We can put it
alltogetherfor you
and your business!
Some businesses Writ advertise because they are puzzled They don't know
where to begin Do they need an artist'
Should they hire an ad agency? What's
co-op about? Who sets the type?
If you are not now advertising but
know that you reaNy should be then
give us a call Our ad department can do
the complete lob for you we'll help you
set a budget decide what items wiN do
best in an xi help you locate and collect
important coop dollars write hard

hitting copy even supply you with art
at no extra cost and place your message
before the people who really count
the thousands of readers who can be
persuaded to become your customers'
Newspaper advertising is powerful
it realty works and the cost Is well within
the budgets of most small businesses
_lust give us a call Well show you
how effective newspaper advertising
can ring your cash register Well get
you results'

753-1916

County Chapter,
The United We Stand Kentucky, the Murray-CallowayForum
s prior to the
will feature in the public interest two U.S. Congressionalican,
Forum will be
Republ
k,
Hamric
Steve
ate
Candid
n.
Electio
ntial
Preside
level, Curris CenWednesday, Oct. 14, at 7 p.m. in Cumberland Room, third
at, Forum will
Democr
,
Bartow
Tom
ate
Candid
ter, Murray State University.
Building, Highway
be Tuesday, Oct. 20, at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce
641 North.

Murray

Career Seminar Wednesday

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
Oct. 10, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Rood baby girl, parents, Tina and
Gary, Rt. 2, Box 101, Paris, TOM.;
Haines baby girl, wants, Kimberly
and William, Rt. 1, Box 326,
Symeonia.
Dismissals
Miss Dawn Michelle Wynn, 904
Southwood Of., Murray; Mrs. Pat T.
Crawford, 503 South 16th St., Murray;
Miss Shauna Waller. 1564 Canterbury, Murray. Mrs Bess P. Gingles,
At. 1, Box 136, Murray;
Hollis S. Roberts, 623 North Fourth
St., Murray; Thomas Scarbrough. At
2, Box 231, Buchanan, Tenn.;
Virgil L. Ford, P.0 Box 94, Dexter.
Mrs. Casey Raeann Freeman and
baby boy, Fit. 2, Box 356A. Benton

ity will have a
The American Humanics Program at Murray State Univers Room of CurOhio
the
in
p.m.
4
at
14,
Oct.
sday,
Career Seminar on Wedne
/Calloway Counris Center, MSU. Susan White, executive director of Murray
about career
ty United Way, will be the featured speaker. She will speak
public is
The
es.
agenci
Way
United
and
Way
United
the
in
opportunities
office at
cs
Humani
an
Americ
the
call
tion
informa
invited to attend. For more
762-3808.

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, Oct.
11, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Hendley baby boy, parents, Melinda
and Rick, At 1, Box 293, Benton.
Dismissals
Mrs. Patricia Purnell, At. 1, Box
175, Springville, Tenn., Miss Veredene
Juanita Earheart. Pt 1, Box 706, Dover, Tenn..
Miss Angela Rhea Helm, At. 1, Box
476, Murray James B McNeely, At 1.
Box 279, Farmington. Mrs. Violet E.
Johnson, At 1, Box 87A, Murray.

Missionaries will speak
Dr. and Mrs. Ralph Bailey, missionaries from East Africa, will be guest
speakers at Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church, South 15th and sSycatheir
more Streets, on Wednesday, Oct. 14, at 7 p.m. They will discus
The
Africa.
of
East
s
animal
and
people
s
of
picture
show
and
ences
experi
r
said.
membe
a
church
m,
progra
special
this
attend
public is urged to

Murray AAUW meeting tonight
Murray drench of American Association of University Women will meet
tonight (Tuesday) at Sirloin Stockade. Dinner will be at 6:30 p.m. and the
of
program at 7:30 p.m. Pat Blaine, president of the Paducah Branch
ation
AAUW, will report on the Southeast Regional Conference. The organiz
is open to all college graduates. Visitors are welcome. For more information
call Betty Boston at 759-4923.

Girl Scout leaders will meet
s will be
A meeting for all Murray-Calloway County Girl Scout leader
will be from
tonight (Tuesday) at the Girl Scout Cabin on Sharpe Street. This
6:30 to 7:30 p.m. OSP packets will be distributed.

Murray Middle meeting Tuesday
Murray Middle School Site Based Decision Councii will meetalltonight
mem(Tuesday) at 7 p.m. at the school. Patricia Seiber, principal, urges
g.
meetin
this
attend
to
s
person
ted
bers and interes

Alford Lodge plans fundraiser
a fundraisAlford Lodge No. 925 Free and Accepted Masons will sponsor Oct.
16, 17
,
Sunday
and
ay
Saturd
Friday,
on
Aurora
er at the lodge hal at
from
and 18. Hamburgers, hot dogs, drinks and assorted sweets will be soldwill be
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. each day. On Saturday from 4 to 8 p.m. a fish try
treasurer
featured. The public is invited to attend, according to Eddie Brown,
of the lodge.

Education Class scheduled

TIERMILINE
Replacement
Windows
and

Vinyl Siding
Why pay high prices from
out of state You can have
clean,
easy
beautiful,
aline
g
Therm
-savin
energy
gs
Savin
Big
at
ws
windo
nowi
right

co
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Congressional Forums planned

759-4433

Friss Estimates
Financing Avallabia

Murray State University will sponsor a Community Education Class called
ed
'Investment Opportunities in Today's Economy' with Betty Boston,onCertifi
Financial Planner, as teacher. Classes will be from 7 to 9 p.m. g,Thursdays, from Oct. 15 to Nov. 19, in Room 252 South Business Buildin MSU.
The fee will be $30 for an individual and $50 for a couple To register call
762-4150.

Working Conference Wednesday
The first Confissnes on Working Women will be Wednesday, Oct. 14,
from 1130 a.m. to 3.30 p.m. in Curris Center, Murray State University. This
will be a vid0000nferanca featuring a panel of distinguished business leaders via satellite hook-up. An on-site panel of business and professional
women from the region will preside. Moderator will be Constance Alexander,
president of INTEX Communications, Murray. Registration will be $25. To
register call the Community Education Office at Murray State University,
762-6918.

Civil War Days at Columbus-Belmont
Civil War Days will be enacted at Columbus-Belmont State Park. Columbus, on Saturday and Sunday. Oct. 17 and 18. Visitors can tour authentic
Civil War period camps and participate in a Confederate Camp of Instruction. The weekend Will .41110 include period interpretative tours, surprise skirmishes, Civil War ears crafts and skills, a commemoratrve postal cancellation and night-nom artillery finng off the river's bluff on Saturday night. For
more information all 1.663-4569
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Darnell nanuAl

ENDAR
CAL
(Cont'd from page 6)
Tuesday, Oct. 13
An Evening with Pioneer
Annie/7 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Chamber of Commerce. Info/Pamela, 75307638 or
Jeanne. 753-0224.
Ladies Auxiliary of Post 6291
VFW/7 p.m./Willis Center.
Calloway County Redistricting
Committee/7 p.m/school board
office.

Wednesday, Oct. 14
Grace Baptist Church events
include Preschool King's Kids,
Children's Kid's Klub, Youth
Bible Explosion, College Career
Bible Study and Adult Bible
Study/all at 7 p.m.; Weekly
Workers/8 p.m.
First Baptist Church events
include Bible Study/9:30 a.m.;
Singles luncheon/11:45 a.m.:
Conference/12:15 p.m.; Family
Fellowship Supper/5:30 p.m.;
Library open/6:15 p.m.; Families
First Choir/6:30 p.m.; worship/7
p.m.

THEOS Support Group/2
p.m./Annex of Calloway County
Public Library.
Wednesday, Oct. 14
Senior Golf Group/8:30
a.m./Miller Memorial Golf
Course.
Homemakers' Clubs' meetings
include Pottertown/1 0:30
a.m./Holiday Inn; Harris
Grove/10 a.m./Ellis Center; Paris
Road/11:30 a.m./Dclamars; New
Concord/1 p.m.; South Pleasant
Grove/1:30 p.m./home of
Delyghte Humphreys.
Pal ents and Twos and Story
Hours cancelled today at Calloway County Public Library.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.4Free blood pressure
checks711 a.m.-1 p.m.
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities. Watermelon Bust will follow
lunch.

Health Express of Murray Calloway County Hospital/WalMart, Paris, Tenn./9-11:30 a.m.
and 12:30-3 p.m.
Bereavement Support
Group/9:30 a.m./Hospice Office
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Baccalaureate exhibition by
senior Kelly Cravens/display
today through Oct. 25/upper level
of MSU-Eagle Gallery, Doyle
Fine Arts Center. Admission free.
Murray State University Chess
Club/6:30 p.m./Mississippi
Room, Curris Center.
Info/762-6892.

To enter your horse draw', vehcream social at 1 p.m. Gospel
The Aurora Country Festival
singing will be featured through- icle or antique car in the parade,
will be held over the weekend of
out the afternoon. During inter- call Mau at 474-2222. For all
Oct. 16, 17 and 18. This 15th
other information call Chuck
mission, a drawing will be held
annual festival recreates a counBlanchard at 474-2266.
for a quilt.
try festival of the 18803. Fall colors will be in full array at this
time of year.
All weekend beginning on Friday, Oct. 16, a unique display of
arts, crafts, antiques, vintage
items and collectibles will be
occur at the main festival site in
downtown Aurora and at the flea
market area just up the road.
There will be many craft
demonstrations featuring sorgYi
hum making with horses working
the mill. Other demonstrations
will include such things as an
i
old-timey blacksmith, a spinning
hweel, a weaver, a chain saw
artist and much more.
(2)8x 10's,(2)5x
An expanding display of funny
characters posing along the high10 Wallets and
way in period costumes and situ18 Mini-Portraits
ations will delight young and old.
The large parade stops traffic
aPP'G'
(Regularly $14.95)
on U.S. Highway 68 for over an
hour starting at 1 p.m. Saturday
NOW $
while marching bands, antique
ONLY
cars, horse drawn vehicles, floats,
plus $195
politicians and other clowns
sitting tee
entertain the enormous crowd,
variously estimated at 10 to 15
thousand.
During each day there will be
Shooting Days/Dates: Wed. thru Mon., Oct. 14-19
continuous bingo in the big tent.
Photographer Hours: Daily 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
On Sunday, church services
Sunday 12:30-5 p.m.
will be at 8:30 a.m. and an ice
Hwy. 641 North, Murray

MURRAY TODAY

r

Leah Darnell, daughter of Philip and Betty Darnell of Rt. 1,
Murray, has been selected for
the second year for Who's Who
Among American High School
Students. A senior at Calloway
County High School, she serves
as senior vice president of the
Student Council; is a member
of FBLA, Pep Club and Student
Court; plays basketball and
softball; selected as 1992-93
Most Athletic Senior Girl by
her classmates; and attends
West Fork Baptist Church. She
plans to attend Murray State
University after graduation.
Her grandparents are Fern
Darnell and the late Stanley
Darnell and the late Leon and
Myrtle Boyd.

t
-d tvi
Last Visit
Before Christmas!
SAVE $10.00 with this coupon,
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Home Department hears Kurth

AIT STUDIO
WAL*MART PORTRotter
and WE U. MATCH IT
Bring in any lower priced advertised

as°"
.Se
pre
e,ttle
,
o
rose
‘te
"IP
%I
Keep

SERVICE NOTES

ARMY RESERVE PVT.
JOHN A. SALES II has completed basic training at Fort Dix,
Oaks Country Club Ladies' Trenton, N.J.
events include bridge and
During the training, Sales
golf/9:30 a.m.
received instruction in drill and
ceremonies, weapons, map readMurray Country Club ing, tactics, military courtesy,
Ladies'golf/9:30 a.m.
military justice, first aid and
Army history and traditions.
Oak Grove Baptist Church praySales is the son of Mr. and
er meeting and Young Peoples' Mrs. Ned Galloway of Rt. 1,
Class/7:30 p.m.
Kirksey.
Dexter Baptist Church Bible
•
Study/6:30 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Lite lunch and revival
service/noon; revival/7 p.m.;
Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Bell Choir/4 p.m.;
Youth Club/5 p.m.; Ruth Wilson
at N. Frank, Wesleyan at L.
Robertson, and Chancel Choir/all
at 7:30 p.m.
First Christian Church events
Evangelism
include
Committee/12 noon; CFF/5:15
p.m.; Chancel Choir/7 p.m.
Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.
Bible classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ.
National Scouting Museum/9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Furgerson named

:•
=t
%

AGFA.
Land Between the Lakes' events
include Earth, The Planet/11 a.m.
and 2 p.m./Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Homeplace-1850 and
Woodlands Nature Center open
daily. Info/1-924-5602.

PVT. TAMMI T. PETTY has
completed basic training at Fort
Jackson, Columbia, S.C.
During her training, she
received instruction in drill and
ceremonies, weapons, map reading, tactics, military courtesy,
military justice, first aid, and
Army history and traditions.
Petty, a 1991 graduate of Mayfield High School, is the daughter
of Charlotte E. Cruse of 308
North 15th St., Mayfield.
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Aurora Festival planned this weekend

Overeaters Anonymous/Ellis
Center/beginners/5: 1 5
p.m./regular/5:30 p.m.

ii
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Keep your kerosene heater
winter.
working all

1. New Wick
2. New Batteries
3. New Igniter
4. Clean tank
For Kerosun•Alladin•Corona•Hallmark

Charlene Kurth, left, was guest speaker at the September meeting
of the Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club. She spoke
about "Life in Russia." She has resided in Russia while her husband, Dr. Ronald Kurth, served six years at the American Embassy there. She is pictured with some of the souvenirs and miniature
objects from Russia with Gladys Jarrett, department chairman.
Anna Stahler gave the devotion on "Home and Heart." Senior citizens were special guests. Hostesses were Mrs. Jarrett, Bobbie
Waters, Clara Humphrey, Mrs. Stahler and Dorothy Jennings.
The department will meet Thursday, Oct. 15, at 1:30 p.m. with
Charlie York to present a program on "Rhymes In Time." Hostesses will be Delyghte Humphreys, Loudene Carlile and Delano
Waldrop.

A
IK

$19.95
to $24.95

All For Only

Murray Home & Auto
Through Oct. 31
"Your Kerosene Heater Headquarters"
753-2571 or 753-4110

Chestnut St. Murray

FIRST
FAMILIES
OF FAMILY LIFE
A CELEBRATION
at

First Baptist Church

UNDERCOUNTER DISHWASHER

203 South Fourth Street

OCTOBER 11 - 14
Dr. Bill Blackburn
Kerrville, Texas
Speaker/Conference Leader

4G0

Mr. Kent Jackson
Paducah, Kentucky
Music Leader

WORSHIP SERVICES
Tuesday & Wednesday
7:00 PM

Available
In
White

Model
#DB-100PW
son of
Adam W. Furst
Junior and Phyllis Furgerson of
Rt. 7, Murray, has been
selected for the second year for
Who's Who Among American
High School Students. A senior
at Calloway County High
School, he is a member of the
Laker Review Staff, FBLA,
Academic Decathlon, WCSDTV News Staff and Baseball
Team, and co-captain of the
Soccer Team. He is the grandson of Mrs. Inch l Furgerson and
the late W.B. Furgerson. and of
Mrs. Katie Adams and the late
Garnett B. Adams.

SPECIAL INTEREST CONFERENCES
Tuesday, Oct. 13
5:30 pm "Developing Communication Skills" for Married Couples

Wednesday, Oct. 14

"'s248

Powerful 2-level Wash
.4 Cycles • from Heavy Soil to Rinse & Dry
•Energy-saving Air Dry Option
•Fully-extendable, Easy to Load Racks

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
CASH & CARRY
Couit Square - Murray

753-1713

11:45 am "Developing a Support System" for Singles (fortyish & under)
5:30 pm Family Fellowship Supper

Meals
Luncheons:

Suppers:

Adults $2.00
Children $1.00

Adults & Youth $3.00
Children $2.00

Call church office for meal reservations 753-1854
- Child Care provided for each event -
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cNaosmnatoisogY Celebrate National Cosmetology Month
Various skin care routines
need to be viewed with caution

Proclamation

By REDBOOK
For AP

GINA EANCOCIL/Ledisr & Those pkete

October is national cosmetology month. Murray Mayor Bill Cherry signed a proclamation declaring
the week of Oct. 12-16 cosmetology week in Murray. Melissa Parker, president of the local organization, was present for the signing.

Cosmetics companies are boosting
freedom of choice this fall
By HARPER'S BAZAAR
Fce AP Special Features
In cosmetics this fall, the message is free will — if you feel
good about it, wear it; if you're
unsure, don't buy it and don't
flaunt it.
At the showing of the autumn
collections in Italy, Paris and
New York, according to an article
by Tina Gaudin in the current
issue of Harper's Bazaar, eyebrows were as variable as hemlines — and the cosmetics companies are also boosting freedom
of choice as the way to go.
Some things remain the same.
Ever since Sophia Loren smoldered her way onto the screen,
the Italians have exhibited a flair
for enhancing and dramatizing
even the tiniest eyes. In Paris, the
pouting, passionate lip is an art
form, as in Piaf, Bardot and
Beatric DaIle, and in New York
the makeup is earthy, glowing
and wholesome. Beyond the
national signatures, however, it's
up to you.

are panicked by the mixed messages this autumn, makeup artist
Denise Chaplin at New York
City's Frederic Fekkai Beauty
Center, has some words of
guidance.
"Makeup freedom doesn't
mean buying everything in
sight," she said. "It means being
able to choose exactly what's
right for you."
Chaplin advised keeping eyebrows natural, explaining. !'1.5C-e.
a lot of overtweezing - save that
for magazines."

makeup marketing for Lancome.
"Women Just don't want to be
dictated to anymore."
On the fashion runways, cosmetic creative directors such as
Olivier Echaudemaison for
Givenchy, Dornenique Moncourtois for Chanel, Terry for Yves
Saint Laurent and Tyen for
Christian Dior, insist that, within
the confines of the house look,
each model be made up to suit
her personality.
"Women are so burned out
(from) trying to keep up with
trends that they just don't want to
follow anymore," said Ken
Cavenaugh, manager of product
developmdlit for Alexandra de
Markoff.

Companies are listening closely to consumer demand, rather
than just trying to drum up new
looks. They have relaunched discontinued colors, created new
shades of lip and eye pencils,
increased their range of demimatte lipsticks and introduced
new systems allowing women to
palettes.
"The days of saying that the create their own
can be
cosmetics
of
Freedom
look must be brown or purple
making
like
it's
—
confusing
Freeman,
Susan
have gone," said
If you
assistant vice president of decisions in a candy store.
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CLEARLY

XENON-

601 S. 12th St.
•
753-5540
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Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

hitMatrix.
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•Glenda

Debbie Shapla-Owner

BEAUTY BOX

--i/3

Stylists Include:
•Skaron Kelso •Paye Hurt
.Freda Steely • Jackie Spiceland
McKinney •Theresa Josses, Manicurist

(1pcn
Mon .

Tanning Keel Available

715

reta s

BEAUTY
SALON
Rebecca Graham
Leta Taylor
Cindy Cain
Vicki Singleton
Mary Bogard
Millie Tynes
Teresa Speed

753-8282

1600 Dodson Ave.
Owners
Wanda Brown & Brenda Lawson

411)

HO/
753 MANE
Open: Mon.-Sat. 8:00-5:00
305 N. 12th St. • Murray, KY 42071

a

The Styling Salon at JCPenney
Chestnut Hills, Murray

.e.
•
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*

)

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8
Thursday & Friday 9-8
Saturday 9-6, Sunday 1-5

0

753-7132

Chestnut St.

11

753-4582

/

E0 SIGNS

Roberts •Deena Blalock
•Susi Hall •Dawn Hall
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center

Sat

"The latest in cuts, perms, manicures
and sculpture nails."

HAIR DESIGN
Hwy. 641 North
759-4950

BRENDA'S
BEAUTY SHOP

hairstyling products
Brenda Peck - Owner
759-1100
1100 Chestnut St.

THE
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psycho-oncology program at for other women — I never even
Georgetown University, said that put on an eyelash for any memcancer assaults patients' self- ber of my sex."
esteem and self-image and the
Makeup also plays a role in the
program helps combat negative workplace.
feelings by showing women how
"You have to look right for
to look their best.
the
job," said Judith Waters, proRowland pointed to ongoing
studies of a possible link between fessor of'psychology at Fairleigh
healing and positive self-image. Dickinson University.
Women also use makeup to
The magazine reported that in
express their personality and
1991 American women spent
needs.
"Putting on your face gives $4.7 billion on cosmetics and
out the signal 'I want to be millions of hours on the choice of
attractive to you, come and get products and their application.
me,"' said Robin To!mach
"In our society we get used to
Lakoff, professor of linguistics at
the University of California at a certain look, and if the skin
Berkeley. Talk show host Joan doesn't look youthful, we unforRivers added, "Forget the talk tunately assume the brain is in
that you wear it for yourself or the same condition," she said.

Terri Walston
Wendy West
Karen Feagin
Lyn McKinney
Tabtthia Crawford - Noll Tech.

Cutups
......•

•Anly

The cosmetics industry is coming to the aid of women afflicted
with cancer with programs aimed
at helping them improve their
appearance through hairstyling
and makeup.
The Look Good ... Feel Better
program, implemented by the
American Cancer Society in conjunction with the Cosmetic,
Toiletry and Fragrance Association and the National Cosmetology Association, over the past
three years has helped 25,000
women afflicted with cancer,
according to an article by Tina
Gaudoin in the current issue of
Harper's Bazaar.
Julia Rowland, director of the

Josseco Nod products
National
Cosmetology Graham Wow
Association Clearly Xenon

6.

-

For AP Special Features

Ezeff's
Cosmetorogy School-

Ir

-fik
_........„-

Open

By HARPER'S BAZAAR

Member - Kay Dalton
Mb Discount For Senior Citizens & MSU Students
Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday Only
753-4711
NI N. 4th 81.

'
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Cosmetics industry helping cancer patients

The variation of makeup
themes on this season's runways
should provide the perfect opportunity for experimentation. It
gives you the chance to create
and cultivate a look by borrowing
the eyes from Prada, the lips
from Chanel and the cheeks from
Mizrahi.

.1'.

'
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Many women create more
problems than they solve in their
quest for perfect skin — because
some beauty regimens can lead to
breakouts, rashes and worse.
You can prevent most damage
by adopting a simpler skin care
routine, according to an article by
Marcia Menter in the current
issue of Redbook, and by avoiding the following common
mistakes:
• Overmoisturizing. "Many
women believe they'll wrinkle
faster if they don't use a moisturizer, so they slather it on even if
they have oily skin," said Dr.
D'Anne Kleinsmith, staff dermatologist at William Beaumont
Hospital near Detroit.
In fact, moisturizers can't prevent wrinkles — just minimize
them — but they can plug pores
in oily skin, causing whiteheads.
If your skin is not acne-prone, a
moisturizer probably won't do
any harm, but skip places where
the skin is even slightly oily.
• Eye-cream overkill. Heavy eye
creams and other greasy cosmetics can cause outbreaks of
pinhead-size white cysts —
which are common in women in
their 30s and 40s, according to
New York dermatologist Dr.
Ellen Gendler.
Almost no one needs cream on
eyelid skin and cream won't help

She suggested sticking with
taupes, browns and bone‘ for
defining lids, and underlining
with a soft brown powder or pencil. Use tawny or rosy brown
blushers. Lipsticks should have a
brown base shaded to pink, plum
or red. Outline with a neutral
pencil for polish and definition.
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. Most
tiny lines around the eyes • Mask mismanagement
gel
avoid
but
are
harmless,
masks
sun
by
because they are caused
get peeled
and
harden
masks
that
and age, not dryness.
off — tiny bits of gel can plug oil
• Incorrect cleansing. Dermatologlands and create major breakgists agree that mild soap is the
outs.
Soft masks that wash off
best cleanser — rich cleansing
are not a problem.
usually
creams may leave oil residues
ter overload.
Over-the-coun
•
that cause blackheads and
Many women buy the strongest
whiteheads.
over-the-counter acne medication
"Soap may remove some surthey can find — 10 percent benface oils and temporarily change
zoyl peroxide — and wind up
the skin's pH (acidity or alkalini- with red, burning skin.
ty) level so it feels tight for 15 to
"Benzoyl peroxide is a good
20 minutes," said Dr. Swan M. product, but it's also very
Brown, clinical professor of der- harsh," Brown said. "Unless
matology at the University of your skin is very oily — the oil
Texas Health Science Center in provides a buffer against irritaDallas. "But it quickly returns to tion — start with a lower connormal."
centration (2.5 percent to 5 perqb. Too much scrubbing. "I see cent) and gradually build up to a
many women whose cheeks are stronger one."
red and scaly from gritty scrubs • The big squeeze. Squeezing
or skin brushes, which leave tiny whiteheads, or any blemish
scratches in the skin," said Dr. tinged with red, can lead to
Joseph P. Bark, a Lexington, Ky., infection.
dermatologist.
"As you squeeze the top off,
Gendler added: "Women who you push the rest of the inflamhave acne often think it's because mation downward," said New
their skin's not clean enough, so Orleans dermatologist Dr. Nia
they exfoliate every day, causing Terezakis. "If you leave it alone,
irritation and inflammation."
it'll usually go away faster."
• Steam "cleaning." Contrary to
popular belief, steaming your • Medication misuse. Wearing
face does not open pores — it sunscreen daily is one of the best
swells them shut.
things you can do for your skin,
on more than one
"I've had acne patients come but layering
irritation and
redness,
cause
can
in with a sudden explosion of
women who are
in
pores
clogged
whiteheads, and it turns out
to the active
they've recently bought a facial sensitive
ingredients.
sauna," Bark said.
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Beauty Salon
Peggy Mangrum
Melissa Glover
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Shelia White
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Country Cuts Beauty Shop
A

Members: Katherine Lax
Iva Carson - Wanda Nolan
Helen 'ones - Beverly Warren

Full Service Matra Salon

(502)492-8305

206 5th St.
Hazel, Ky.

(Northside Sh. Center)
Chestnut St.

753-3142
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Freed M. Curd (right) of Murray was presented the Support
ing
Award by the Agriculture Alumni Association on Homecom
Dr.
James
dinner.
annual
ion's
organizat
the
at
eve, Friday, Oct. 2,
AgriculRudolph, associate professor in the MSU Department of
Alumni
re
Agricultu
the
of
behalf
on
ture, made the presentation
to recgiven
award
the
of
recipient
fourth
the
is
Curd
on.
Associati
State
Murray
at
re
Agricultu
ognize support for the Department of
recipients
Other
general.
in
y
communit
and the agriculture
Hutson.
include the late Max B. Hurt, Mabel Pullen and Dan C.

Court rejects
overturning
flag-burning decision
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Supreme Court today refused to
strip away the free-speech protections of those who burn or deface
the American flag as a political
protest.
Rejecting without comment an
invitation to overturn its previous
rulings, the court turned down a
bid to revive a Texas ban on flagburning. The state law was
enacted shortly after the court
invalidated an earlier version in
1989.
The high court extended constitutional protection to flagburning by 5-4 margins in 1989
and 1990. The second decision
struck down a law passed by
Congress after the earlier ruling
on the Texas law sparked a firestorm of criticism.
Since the two rulings, two justices who voted in the majority in
both cases — William J. Brennan
and Thurgood Marshall — have
retired and been replaced by Justices David H. Souter and Clarence Thomas.
The new Texas law makes it a
crime to damage, deface, mutilate
or burn the American flag or
Texas state flag.
Robert Lynn Jimenez was
charged in Midland with violating the law in February 1990
when arrested for possessing two
U.S. flags and two Texas flags
with obscenities and Satanic symbols written on them.
A trial judge and a state appeals court ruled that the law violated the First Amendment, which
guarantees freedom of speech.
The Texas Court of Criminal
Appeals rejected the Midland
County prosecutor's appeal.
The appeal acted on today
urged the justices to reverse their
previous rulings.
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Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Chg

'Price

Dow Jones lad. Avg....._..+2.43
DJIA Previous Close..-.-3174.41
Air Products ....._..........43'/s • 1/4
A T & T-.-.-._-.-.—. 421/4 + 1/s
Bell South .-.-.—.-.—.-.521/s - 1/4
Briggs & Stratton..-- 471/4 - 1/s
Chrysler —.-.-.—.-.......231/4 • 3/1
+ 1/4
Dean

+ 1/s
Ford Motor.....--..........363/1 + 3/1
General Electric .....—.-.753/a awe
General Motora_.____307/1 • Vs

Fisher Price

+ 3/s
Ingersoll Rand—.-.--281/s • 3/s
K-Mart..—.-._.—..........243/s + 1/1
K U Energy.-.—._.—. 271/s • 1/4
+ 1/4
Kroger
L G & E..-.--------333/4 - 1/s
McDonalds -.-.—.-...-.-4.3l/s - 3/1
+ 1/4
Peoples FIrals.—.-. 311/4B 321/4A
Quaker Oats -.—.-.--603/s + '/4
Schering•Piough-.-.—...583/4 - 1/4
• 1/1
Sears
• 1/s
Time Warner.--.--2.33/s - 1/s

The Chaise
Is Up!
You found it...
genuine LA-Z-BOY®
Chaise Recliners
at a great low
Thurman's price!
The recliner that really knows
how to put you at ease. With
a fully reclining chaise support
that bridges the gap left by
other recliners. In styles and
fabrics from practical to sublime.
At prices that are very laid back

LA-Z-BOY
"Paramount" Contemporary
style with casual pillow
channel design. Available in
several colors. Save $170.
Regular '56995

$399
A small down payment
will hold your purchase till
Christmas

Wal-Mart-------.581/2 •

Thurman's

*Hillard Lyons Is•market maker In this asodt.

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request.
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FURNITURE
To report local news, call 753-1916

ill Whit IL liwo, hr. • bast ME oul WC

A NATURAL APPROACH TO
BEAUTIFUL HAIR

Aleta's Beauty Salon

Family Affair Hair Salon
$30.00

"Family Haircare"
Aleta Beane - Owner & Stylist
'Cuts
'Sets

Miles N. of Kirksoy

489-2401

Permanents For Senior Citizens ...$25.00
(Cut & Style Included)
Wed., Thtuu., Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Delores Dtinn - Owner & Stylist
435-4030
Hwy. 94 West Lynn Grove

Heil

Beauty Supply, Inc.

200C North 12th St.

759-1263

KUT 'N KURL

In sync with nature - herbal extracts
In tune with our environment eco-responsible packaging.
Systeme Biolage.by Matrix. Respon
sive Hair Care in Harmony With
Your World. Recommended by our
salon experts.

- 111ES
111.
NET
#2 Dixieland Center

Takina Bomar

'Perms
'Coloring

Southside Shopping Centel
753-1682

iimatrix
.•IP AM) SOM

(502)

AP(

Patty Knott

4*A/it
Dixieland Center

Melinda Mohler

(502) 753-6745

Rebecca Wilson

We invite all licensed beauticians,
barbers and stylists to visit our
Murray location.
Serving Professionals for 46 Years

Aanie 3ilaircare

Judith Darnell's
Beauty Salon
Open: Wed.-Sat.
2 miles North of Coldwater
489-2826
Member: Judith Darnell

- Women - Children
Suntan Bed Available
Eyebrow Waxing

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Phone
(502)753-5902

—TANNING BEDS—
Buy 300 Minutes For $15.00
Get 60 Minutes FREE
Best Deal In Town!

753-0882

Thank you for your business!

Mn

7534834

Store Hours: 9:00-5:30 • Free Delivery

208 East Main St.
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'Specializing in Razor Cuts"
MEN • WOMEN • CHILDREN
Body Waves, Root Perms,
Spirals & Piggyback
"Just-A-Cut" 99.00
Penns Starting at $25
North of Lynn Grove off 893
on Ruff Doran Rd.
435-4115

CHRIS

hair styling • make-up • acrylic nails

753-2511
Tues-Fri. 10 a.m.- 6 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m. -?
J.J. & Co.

Central Shopping Center

Hair Works &
Golden Image
Joyce Cooper
and
Gale Anderson
1104 Story Avenue
753-7455

COMPLIMENTARY MAKEOVER
The exclusive ColorLogicsm
Personalized Beauty Analysis
from Mary Kay is the first
computerized program to
recommend application
techniques based on your
unique features. Call today
for a free consultation
and your own
Personalized Beauty Analysis.

MARY KAy
neiam
Susan
C.17)ir
753-2207
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OAKLAND, Calif. — Dave
Stewart stared down the Toronto
Blue Jays, then sat them down.
And he did it well enough to put
the playoffs back in the
Sky Dome.
The Oakland A's big-game ace
kept his team alive in the playoffs, pitching a 6-2 completegame victory over Toronto Monday. Stewart used his customary
"death stare" to its best advanLige. and the Coliseum crowd

la".9
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enhanced the air of intimidation,
not by cheering, but with a lowpitched "O000hhhh" each time
Stewart took the mound.
When it wasn't Stewart keeping the Blue Jays off balance, it
was Rickey Henderson, who flustered starter David Cone and irritated coach Gene Tenace.
If ever the A's needed Stewart
to go the distance, this was the
time, with the bullpen reeling
from injuries and ineptitude.
Dennis Eckersley had pitched 1
2-3 disasterous innings in Sunday's 7-6 loss and was spent, and

Juan Guzman, Game 3's winner, will try to end the series
Wednesday and put Toronto in
the World Series for the first time
in four tries. He will face Mike
Moore, who lost at the SkyDome
in Game 2.
If Guzman is to fare better than
Cone, he will need better defense
behind him. The Blue Jays committed three errors Monday and
have seven in the last two games.
"You can be disturbed all you
want," Toronto manager Cito
Gaston said. "Let's just hope it
doesn't happen again. This is a

the only fresh reliever, Rick Honeycutt, was bothered by back
spasms.
"I was going to do whatever
was needed to get the win," said
Stewart, who allowed seven hits,
walked three and struck out five.
"When I was coming to the
park today, I was just thinking I
didn't want it to be the last day."
Stewart was the AL playoffs'
first complete-game winner since
Boston's Bruce Hurst in 1986.
With a playoff record of 6-0,
there's nobody fiercer in the
postseason.

A.

good fielding club."
Oakland's top three hitters in
the lineup — Henderson. Jerry
Browne and Ruben Sierra — provided all eight hits to help the
A's bounce back from their
demoralizing defeat a day earlier.
Henderson had two hits and
scored twice. Sierra hit a two-run
homer in the first inniiiibff Cone
and chased him with an RBI
single in the fifth.
Browne, playing third base to
give the slumping Carney Lansford some rest, went 4 for 4,
drove in two runs and scored

twice.
The trio gave the A's a 6-1
lead after six innings. That was
exactly the score by which they
led Game 4 before Roberto Alomar stunned Eckersley with a
game-tying homer and Toronto
shocked Oakland for a 7-6 victory in 11 innings.
Cone, starting on three days'
rest for the first time this season,
looked nothing like the pitcher
who shut out Oakland for eight
innings in Game 2.
(Cont'd on page 11)
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Denver falls again to NFC East
By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP *forte Weer

WASHINGTON — Wilber
Marshall and his playmates on
the Washington defense feasted
so heartily on Denver that coach
Joe Gibbs decided to add a little
dessert — a career receiving
record for Art Monk.
Marshall returned a deflected
pass for a touchdown, forced a
fumble and had one of five sacks
on John Elway as the Redskins
routed the Broncos 34-3 Monday
night.
So thoroughly did they dominate that Gibbs had time to call

three straight fourth-quarter pas- played by far their best game of
ses to Monk that gave the the season after a dismal loss a
35-year-old receiver the NFL's week ago in which they blew a
career pass catching record with 24-6 fourth-quarter lead in
820 catches, one more than Steve Phoenix.
The Redskins, now 3-2 and a
Largent.
behind Dallas and Philadelpressure
the
game
"I wanted to take
off," said Gibbs, whose team phia, jumped to a 17-3 firstplays Philadelphia next week in quarter lead, made it 24-3 at the
an important NFC East game. "I half and 31-3 after three quarters.
didn't want to let it go until next Mark Rypien, booed by fans for
week. The pressure on him has the team's relatively slow start,
been termendous and I didn't passed for 245 yards and a
want it to keep mounting for 44-yard touchdown to Gary Clark
and snuck in twice from a yard
another week."
There certainly wasn't any out.
pressure Monday night as the
on page 11)
defending Super Bowl champions (Cont'd

Calloway takes Paris in second half
Stan Report

SOCCER

Murray Ledger a Timm

GALS

MICHAEL SARIS/Ledger a Times photo

Golf Tournament which
Vturray's Joy Roach will be looking towards a state title in the Girls State
Club,
Country
thtown
Elizabe
got underway this morning at the

Roach, Rooker take aim at state
By MICHAEL BANKS
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Wraer

'.

Murray's Joy Roach and Calloway County's Jesse Rooker
will be shooting for an individual championship, while the
Murray High boys will be one
of the favorites for a team title
when the 55th annual boys and
girls state golf tournaments
begin this week.
Roach, who placed third in
last week's regional in qualifying for the state tourney, started
play this morning along with
103 of Kentucky's top golfers
in the first round of the girls
tourney, which is being held at
the Elizabethtown Country
Club. The girls final round is
set for tomorrow.
Rooker and the Murray boys
team, both regional champions,
will open up play Thursday
when the first round of the

•

41,
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boys' tourney starts at the Lincoln Trail Country Club in Vine
Grove. The boys tourney, which
will feature 121 golfers, will
close out play Friday afternoon.
For Roach, the state tournament will not be anything new
as she'll be making her fifth
straight trip to the girls final.
It's that experience which Murray coach Judy Muehleman
believes will help the junior as
she shoots for a state tide.
"She did well in the state
tournament last year and should
do well again this year," said
Muehleman, whose string of six
straight team trips to the state
tourney with her Lady Tigers
was snapped this year. "She's a
good, hard worker who knows
what it takes to do well at the
state meet."
Roach will be looking to
improve on her chipping, which
played a large role in her 86

and a third-place finish behind
Madisonville's Emily Thomas
and Marshall County's Andrea
Rosenbaum in last week's regional at the Murray Country
Club. Thomas shot a 7-over-par
82 to claim medalist honors,
while Rosenbaum was three
strokes back.
"I've been hitting my driver
pretty well, lately, and my putting has been decent, but I'm
going to have to improve on my
chipping to do well at state,"
said Roach, who finished 14th
in last year's state meet with a
180 (89-91) over 36 holes.
Madisonville, this year's
First Region champion, won the
girls' state meet with a 742,
while Casey County (744) was
second, with North Hardin
(762) third.
While Rooker, who is just a

Calloway County scored
three unanswered goals in the
second half of Monday's game
against Paris, Tenn., to post a
3-1 win at Laker Field.
The first 35 minutes of the
girls' soccer game was a defensive struggle.
Paris' Becky Hurst changed
that when she came out of the
corner with a driving shot that
just barely made it past the outstretched fingers of Laker
goalkeeper Mitzi Rickman.
But that was the only slip
Rickman made in the game as
she and the Lady Laker defense
— Kadonna Randolph, Alexia
Schempp, Kellie Williams and
Crystal Nadeau — shut down

•

AP Sports Writer

LEXINGTON, Ky. — Kentucky has made some changes to
improve its standing in the Southeastern Conference the second
half of the season.
Although the Wildcats didn't
play last weekend, there was
activity with reshuffling of the
depth chart by the coaching staff
and more emphasis placed on the
passing game in practice.
"The off week came at a good

time for us," Kentucky coach
Bill Curry, whose team is 3-2
overall and 1-2 in the Southeastern Conference Eastern Division,
said Monday. "We were able to
get some players healthy again
and take a hard look at some of
the positions.
"We were very sharp in practice. We had more spring in our
legs in recent weeks and I was
pleased to see that."
And Arkansas' 25-24 upset
over Tennessee on Saturday also
lifted the spirits of the team.

By RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer

ATLANTA — Tim Wakefield
and his knuckler are back, and so
is Atlanta's Tom Glavine.
When the teams take the
mound tonight for Game 6 of the
NL playoffs, players and fans
will be wondering if Barry Bonds
is back, too.
(Cont'd on page 11)
Is he the remaining half of the
Killer B's, the ones who stung
Pittsburgh opponents? Or is he
the Killer B, the one that was
killing the Pirates' offense before
Sunday night's 2-for-5 performance with an electrifying RBI
"Everybody watched it," tail- double.
back Damon Hood said of the
televised game. "It opened up a
"Barry had a good game, the
lot of things for us."
type of game we all know he's
Kentucky appeared out of con- capable of having on any given
tention in the Eastern Division night," Glavine said. "Last night
race, but the loss dropped Ten- was any given night. He did what
nessee into a first-place tie with he has been doing all year last
Georgia at 3-1 while Florida fol- night"
lows at 2-2.
Bonds helped Pittsburgh to a
"Whatever we need to do in 7-1 victory that pulled the Pirates
the big hunt we can control with to 3-2 in the best-of-7 series. But
our schedule," said Curry, whose the Braves AM still one win away
team has five conference games from becoming the first repeat
champion in the Ni. since the Los
(Cont'd on page 11)

7534563

Installation
and Service

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES
We Also Do Window Tinting."

D&W Auto Glass Sho
512 S. 12th St

Office
Located Inside
Jae Smith impel

Down 1-0 at halftime, Calloway's offense kicked into gear
in the second half. At the 15
minute mark of the half, Carrie
Bell took a crossing pass from
Jennifer Dowdy and snapped it
into the net. Five minutes later,
Dowdy put a direct kick into
the goal that was followed at
the 30 minute mark when Bell
took her own rebound off a

Angeles Dodgers in 1977-78.
"Can the Braves win one more
game? Yes," Pirates manager
Jim Leyland said. "Can the
Pirates win two more games?
Yes."
Bonds was 1 for 11 before getting two hits in five at-bats in
Game 5. With two big games,
Bonds could carry Pittsburgh to
its first pennant since 1979. Glavine, 0-3 against Pittsburgh in the
playoffs over the last two years,
knows that as well as anyone.
"We've stuck with our game
plan and just tried to pitch him
the way we would normally pitch
him regardless of how he's
swinging the bat or how he's
struggling," Glavine said. "I'm
not going to get into how we
pitch him. The only thing I would
say is that you don't want to get
into a pattern with him."
Glavine couldn't get a good
pattern going in Game 3, going to
three balls on six of the first
seven batters. The Braves, who
lost Glavine's games 5-1 and 1-0
last year, lost this one 3-2.
"For me, it's doubly frustrating because my luck in the post-

. A-1 GUTTERS .

Professional
Real Estate

Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(C.ornmerciel & lissidential)

I 1411nt ‘our
business'.

tli

t,

4

everything that came their way
for the rest of the evening.
Rickman finished with nine
saves.

Ca Today

10112, I

Murray
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Wakefield taking apart Braves
before first knuckler delivered

LSU to get different Wildcats
By MIKE EMBRY

CALLOWAY CO
PARIS, Tenn

penalty shot and put it in the
strings.
The win avenged Calloway's
Oct. 2 loss at Paris and
improved their recofd to 6-8-1.
Lady Laker assistant coach
Jeff Enoch said the difference
in the twti games can be credited to the fact that not only
was the defense solid, the
offense is starting to come
along as well. The Lady Lakers
out-shot Paris 32-16.
"In the last game we didn't
do nearly that well," Enoch
said. "Everybody is starting to
play together as a team, and
that's good to see."
Calloway will face a stiff test
in their next game when they
meet Murray High at Ty Holland Stadium. Kickoff is scheduled for 5:30 p.m.

•

FREE ESTIMATES

nal ance - Broker
(1112) 7594191
N

figt.

Call
753-7020

season hasn't been that good."
Glavine said. "I hadn't pitched
bad. People's expectations got so
high that if I don't pitch a shutout, I didn't succeed. If I won
4-3, it's a great game."
Wakefield was the winner,
pitching a five-hitter. He went
8-1 after his July 31 callup, and
has been as unflappable as any
veteran.
"I see this as the opportunity
of a lifetime and I'm just trying
to make the best of it," Wakefield said. "I have a lot of confidence in the team and in myself,
and I guess it shows on the
mound."
In Pittsburgh, the Braves
brought in Bruce Dal Canton to
pitch knucklers in batting practice. It didn't help much, but they
plan to have Phil Niekro pitch
batting practice tonight.
"I've faced clubs two or three
different times this season and
have been successful," Wakefield said. "I think what matters
the most is if the knuckler is
working or not. If it's working,
I'm going to be tough to hit. If
it's not working, they're going to
hit some halls hard."

A & A AUTO
RENTAL
•Daily & Weekly Rentals
*Clean, Dependable( ars
•Call I I 4, For Rate.,

Holland Motor Sales
Last Main St.
753 4461
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'Ultraconservative' Ditka touting Senate candidate

Actions& Reactions

Meanwhile, election records in to be sorry he went out on the
Lake County, where the coach campaign trail," she said.
Ditka waved a registration
lives, show that he has not voted
at a reporter after a Bears
or
17
in
receipt
14
of
primary
last
the
CHICAGO — Chicago Bears
Monday. "Yes, I am
,
practice
general elections said county
coach Mike Ditka, who voted in
he said.
d,"
in
registere
vote
Clerk
did
He
Linda
Hess.
just three of the last 17 elections,
the
elec1984
general
1988
and
he
how
says people should know
The coach noted that he voted
tions and a 1985 primary elecwould vote, and it's Republican.
in two general elections, which
tion, she said.
"The worst thing that can haphe said are more important than
"I can endorse anyone I
pen is people not saying who
primaries.
want," Ditka said Monday in
they are voting for," Ditka said
Williamson spokesman David
of his voting record.
defense
Monday. "I'm conservative.
said the candidate is not
Loveday
do you want to know
ultraconservative. I'm voting "Now,
about Ditka's voting
d
concerne
about my religion? I'm for Jesus
Republican."
pleased to have
"We're
record.
Christ."
Ditka is featured on a televient," Loveday said.
his
endorsem
Ditka's name was not on the
sion ad running this week for
The 30-second television ad
list
of registered voters in Lake
Republican U.S. Senate candidate
run for one week, according
will
County as of Monday afternoon.
Rich Williamson. Ditka, seated in
on's campaign.
Williams
to
He moved from Grayslake to
front of a colored screen and
The ad has Ditka saying:
Bannockburn a few years ago and
wearing a suit and tie, says Wilis a tough year. We're not
"This
the
to
vote,
re-registered
not
had
liamson will bring jobs to Illinois
g the way we can, and
executin
said.
clerk
and tackle tough problems.
of
one
But Ditka could be
"He's got my vote," Ditka
says in the ad. A spokesman for thousands of last-minute voter
g
Williamson's Democratic oppo- applications awaiting processin
nent, Carol Moseley Braun, in her office, Hess said.
"Mike Ditka's probably going
shrugged off the ad.

By MELANIE MADER
AP Opens WOW

BIG 'M' MEMBER

we're not as productive as we
should be.
"But we've got a new player
coming in who can help change
all that. He's Rich Williamson.
And when he gets to the U.S.
Senate, he'll tackle the tough
problems and bring jobs back to
Illinois.
"Heck, if Rich were a football
player, I'd make him a fullback
and let him carry the ball."
The Braun campaign wasn't
unduly worried about Ditka's
endorsement.
"Considering the Bears record,
Ditka would be better off worrying about football than the campaign," Braun spokesman David
Eichenbaum said, referring to the
Bears' 2-3 start, their worst since
1983.

SCOREBOARD

IL

Murray State baseball coach Johnny Reagan presents a Big IA
plaque and autographed basketball to Laymon Thornton, a patient at
Wastvlow Nursing Home. Thornton is a retired equipment manager
from Murray State. Thornton's greatest wish was to be a Big LI member and Roagan, Bailey Gore, David Poynor and Don McCord made
this possible.

Denverfalls again...
interception 20 yards for a TD to
(Cont'd from page 10)
make it 17-3 in the second quarter and Kurt Gouveia set up the
Enter Monk, who had just
three catches entering the final second of Rypien's TDs with a
third-quarter pilfer that he
period. He caught one more with
returned 15 yards to the 1-yard
12 minutes left, then became the
line.
attention
object of everyone's
Overall, the Redskins limited
when Washington got the ball
Denver to 128 yards, three weeks
back with 4:21 left.
after the Broncos got just 82 in a
Bing. A 6-yard completion
30-0 loss to Philadelphia.
from Rypien to Monk.
That makes the Broncos 4-0
Bang. An 18-yarder to tie Larthe rest of the NFL and
against
gent at 819.
Boom. A 10-yarder to the right 0-2 against the NFC East in
games in which they were outsideline with 3:12 left that gave
64-3.
scored
had
He
mark.
all-time
him the
"There wasn't one area where
caught three in a row.
they beat us; they beat us every"The coach decides the play
selection," Monk said. "We where," said Elway, who has
pulled out two of the Broncos'
were able to establish the lead
the
wins this year with lastnear
four
and
game,
early in the
minute drives.
end they were able to throw some
Under pressure all night, he
balls to me."
never had a chance in this one
The key element was the
defense, which had five sacks and and was finally relieved with 10
four turnovers to score or set up minutes left by rookie Tommy
17 points. Marshall returned his Maddox.

The Insurance Center
of Murray

LSU to get different...
(Cont'd from page 10)
left to play. "If we continue to
improve, we can be in the hunt in
the East Division."
But Curry cautioned that he
will be stressing the one-game-ata-time appniach with his players.
"LSU is a talented team," he
said. "They've been very competitive in every game they've played. We've got to take care of the
football and improve in every
area to be able to win this
game."
The changes in the depth chart
have Mark Chatrnon ahead of
Tim Calvert at split end, Barry
Jones moving to No. 2 at left
guard from left tackle, David
Parks going from left guard to
No. 2 enter, Antonio O'Ferral
moving past Ryan Hockman as
No. 2 quarterback, Damon Hood
going from No. 2 fullback to No.
1 tailback, Mau Riazzi to No. 1
wingback and Adrian Sherwood
to No. 1 cornerback.
"I'm very pleased with the
moves we've made," said Curry.
"The men we've moved down
understand they can move up

Stewart throws AL series...
(Cont'd from page 10)
"I didn't establish my fastball
as well as I did in the first game.
When I had two strikes on a batter, I didn't make the killer pitch
to bury him," Cone said
Cone was in trouble from the
start when Browne singled with
one out and Sierra followed with
a drive into the right field seats.

Sierra, having a better playoffs
than Jose Canseco ever had, leads
the series with seven RBIs.
Henderson kept it going in the
third.
He drew a leadoff walk, and
after Cone and catcher Pat Borders took turns trying to pick
Henderson off, they paid the
price. Cone bounced a pickoff
throw past first base and Hender-

son easily scampered to third,
setting up Browne's run-plating
single.
In the fifth, after a two-base
error by third baseman Kelly
Gruber, Henderson laid down a
rare bunt and beat it out for a
single.
"I think early in the series, I
was trying to do too much, too
quick," said Henderson.

freshman, shocked everyone
with his first-place finish in last
week's boys regional, Murray
High's Adam Grogan will probably go into the state tourney as
one of the favorites as he finished fourth in the 1991 boys
final.
"I played pretty well up there
last year, plus it's going to help
with all of the guys who finished in front of me graduating," said Grogan, who shot 77s
on both days to finish 10
strokes back of St. Xavier's
Patrick Vadden in last year's
tourney. Estill County's Steve
Honchell placed second, while
Franklin County's Chad Dawson was third.
Senior teammate Todd Thomas won last year's regional.

EARN
6.25%
I \\ 1411:111tF1) \\Ali IV
RAI F (..C.XRAN 11-I-]) FOR
mkt
()NF. 'FAIL EA,
chargi.s
os5.0001) minimum ,

FARM
BUREAU
INSURANCE
Same Hate Availably On
1.H.,\. ($51) minimum)
Itati+1: A+

Bob Cornelison

753-4703

but stumbled at the state meet
as he opened with a 87 on the
first day and closed with a 168.
"We definitely didn't play as
well as we're capable of," Grogan said, after last week's regional, in which he finished with
a 77 as Thomas closed with a
79.
Muehleman said both Thomas and Grogan were under
pressure to win the regional
title which may have accounted
for the higher-than -normal
scores , but she's expecting big
things from the Tiger foursome
of Grogan, Thomas, Ryan
Haverstock and Jeremiah Rayburn at Vine Grove.
"It (the regional scores) was
a little bit of a let down for
them, but we're going to be
looking to win it," Muehleman

said of her boy's team, which
won last week's boys regional
with a 318 team score. Franklin
County won last year's state
team title with a two-day total
of 635.
Rooker went to last year's
state tourney, but it was only as
a spectator. This year he'll be
teeing off with the state's best
after shooting a 3-over-par 75
to win the regional crown.
Calloway Coach John Gingles doesn't believe the freshman will be intimidated at the
II nals.
"The boy's got ice water in
his veins," Gingles said.
"Nothing bothers him."
Rooker says he plans to prepare for the state tourney by
practicing his chipping and putting, and added, "I believe I'll
do alright."

LUJEAV

T

'Your more than one company agency."
David King

753-8355

901 Sycamore

Others reaming votes UCLA 82, Okletiorna 79
Texas 52, Anzona 40, California 34, San Diego State
29 Au Force 11 Ohio State 11. lAisarsepri 10 WisCaroina
consin 9, Utah 7, Auburn 4, Havraii4,
4 Ulnas 2, Kansas Stale 2

TOP 25

North

Tlw Top Twenty Frye teams in the Aserxsated
Press 1992 college bottle poi, with first-place votes
in parentheses records through Oct 10. total pants
based on 25 points to, a 1rst place vote through one
pant
a 25th peat vote, and raniung in Ise wask's

DIVISION I-AA

to,

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Washington 130(4)
Marrs (30'A)
Meagan
Alabama )1)
Texas AIM
Fends St
Colorado
Stanton)
Penn St
Georgia
Nebraska
Notre Dame
Tennessee
Syracuse
liesansepa St
Georgia Tech
Vitoria
Southern Cal
Clemson
Boston Coaevi
N C$1011.1.1 St
Washington St
Flonda
West olrgru
Kansas

Record Pts Pre
540 1,517% 1
5-0-0 1.516A 2
3
4-0-1 1.410
6
.6-0-0 1,31S
5
5-0-01,305
•
5-1-0 1.252
9
5-0-0 1.142
11
5-1-0 1,101
7
5-1-0 1.033
54-0 958 12
4-1-0 005 14
13
4-1.1 852
4
5-1-0 850
4-1-0 725 15
18
4-1-0 621
17
4-1-0 599
10
5-1-0 541
2-1-1 497 20
3-2-0 377 25
4-04 370 21
5-2-0 273 26
—
540209
2-2-0 180 23
—
3-0-2 132
85
41-0

tap

20 teams
OVERLAND PAR(, Kan lAP) — The
in Ow 1902 NCAA Division 1-AA football poll tern
fest-piece notes in parentheses, records through Oct
10, total points and last ,.Si. ranking
Record Pts Pmv
5-0-0 80
1. Northern Iowa (a)
2
76
. 5-0-0
2 Villanthe
4
3 Idaho
5
.6-0-0 69
4. Citadel
6
4-1-0 64
5 Marshal
7
5-1-0 60
6 Youngstown Stale
8
41-0 56
7 Mode Tenn State
9
4-2-0 51
8 Northeast Louisiana
II
5-1-0 47
9 Fbnda ASIA
15
5-0-0 43
10 Wiliam I Mary
3
4-1-0 39
11 Easthrn Kentucky
2
4.1-0
12 Delaware
17
5-1-0 35
13 Samford
14
4-1-0 29
14 Fiichrnond
18
4-2-0 24
15. SW Texas State
25
17
4.1.0
111 Eastern Washo ngtor
16
12
3 3-0
17. SW lessoun Stale
15
11
5-1-0
18 Nonh Caroina
—
9
4-2-0
19 Bale State
—
4
5-1-0
20 JaCXSon Slate

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
753-8355 1
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LIVE RACING THIS WEEK!
Bluegrass Downs

Roach,Rooker take aim...
(Cont'd from page 10)

through performance."
O'Ferral, a redshirt freshman,
is likely to see his first action this
Saturday. He has fully recovered
from reconstructive surgery to his
right knee last March.
"We want to get him in the
game," said Curry. "He's earned
that privilege."
The other changes in the backfield stem from Curry's dissatisfaction with fumbles by Clyde
Rudolph and Donnie Redd in a
24-17 loss to Mississippi on Oct.
3.
"The best way to win games is
to take care of the ball," Curry
said. "We want the best combination of ball-security guys who
can win games."
The Kentucky coach also said
that the Wildcats will throw the
ball more in the remaining six
games. They are averaging only
115.4 passing yards, ranking 10th
in the SEC, and sixth in rushing
with 161.6.
"We've neglected that," he
said of the passing game.
"We've got to use that dimension of our game a lot more with
the other aspects of the offense."

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

of Paduca
THURSDAY IS Acme Boot Co &
Murray jState Appreciation
Night!
Drawings for 3 pairs of $200 boots!
Meet Racers Head Basketball Coach
Scott Edgar in Clubhouse at 6 p.m.!
Drawing for 2 92-93 Murray St. Basketball
Season Tickets!

Racing Days
through Oct. 31
Thursday - Saturday
Sunday

OCTOBER 13-OCTOBER 17
ACEHardwar•

7 p.m.
4:30 p.m.

Racing At

Whole House Water Filter
Removes
•Sediment
.Rust Particles
-Sand
-Other Particulate
Matter

995

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
208 E. Main

Bluegrass Downs l

of Paduca
It's The Real Thin

753-3361
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Enter FOOTBALL
Weekly CONTEST
Our

-4111 at.
The '93's
Are In
Stop By Today for a
Test Drive
eaOri41.:

teams
To enter you must look at each advertisement on this page. Each ad will have the opposing
form
entry
your
official
on
listed, choose the winner and fill it in next to the corresponding number
be announced on next
below. The person with the most correct picks will be the winner of $25 and will
game scores or is
total
the
guesses
week's page. In case of a tie, winner will be decided by the one who
to one entry per person.
closest to it. The tie breaker is listed on the entry form. Contest is limited
are ineligible.
Employees and immediate family members of the Murray Ledger & Times

THE BOB HARMON FOOTBALL FORECAST

Since 1928

FORD

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

MERCURY
LINCOLN

502-752-5273

701 Main St

Your Complete
Golf Shop
ProLine Equipment
Repair Service
(sWINIff0Aa

I

2

2

Only $599

Only

All-You-Can-Eat
Plua & SpaGatti
Lunch Buffets

The Oldest Independent
Repair Shop In Murray

619 S. 4th St. • 753-6631
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a day of
Saturday will not only be the mid-point of the 1992 college football season, but it will also be
Boston
Alabama,
schedule:
the
Check
country.
reckoning for many of the top-ranked teams in the
Syracuse,
California,
Southern
State,
Penn
,
Oklahoma
Tech,
Georgia
State,
College, Colorado, Florida
Tennessee, Virginia and West Virginia all face major tests.
First priority has to focus on the Southeast Conference match-up between the two #1 teams in the
y big plus for the
conference, Alabama and Tennessee. The game will be payed in Knoxville, a particularl
a 16-14 win in
being
that
six
years,
Volunteers. However, Tennessee hasn't beaten the Crimson Tide in
last fall 24-19.
winning
Tide
the
124,
Vols'
the
to
points
1985 Since that time, Alabama has rolled up 205
of Florida.
licking
31-14
a
and
Georgia
over
34-31
thriller
a
date,
to
wins
huge
two
had
Tennessee has
neessee.
end...Ten
an
to
come
Alabama hasn't really been tested It's time for the Crimson domination to
right,
705
picked
We
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little
a
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average
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.744.
of
average
for
an
242 wrong
tied by
Boston College has had a week off to prepare for its big invasion of Penn Stale The Eagles were
battle
a
major
off
coming
are
Lions
Nittany
The
d.
remain
undefeate
West Virginia two weeks ago, but they
to
last week with Miami. BC just might be a let-down. Penn State is at home,and the last time the Lions lost
one.
this
win
the Eagles was in 1983. The score, 27-17. Penn State should
It's
Colorado entertains Oklahoma in the first of three tough Big Eight assignments for both teams.
Buffaloes.
the
toward
gently
very
lean
well
but
call,
to
close
too
almost
North Carolina hosts Virginia's powerful Cavaliers in the Atlantic Coast Conference feature game
Virginia looks to be too strong.
Penn
How about this schedule to lose sleep over West Virginia's next three opponents are Syracuse,
State and Miami. Sleep well.
Sat., Oct. 17 - Major Colleges. Div. 1-A21
Colorado State
27
• Air Force

LAST WEEK'S WINNER
Bill Seale

Oregon State
33
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• Miami, FL
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Bill had only one incorrect pick and won
on the tie breaker guessing 42, closest to
the total score of 41.
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Tractor Center-Th
759-9831

Compare our auto
and homeowner rates
Give us a call for a quote.

Ross Insurance
Agency
753-0489

IL LA_ Rams vs. N.Y. Giants
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Houv You Like Pizza At Home.
2 Medium 2 Topping Pizzas
and a 2 Liter Coke
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0 1992 Sonic IndastnesInla

217 S. 12th Street
759-9885

Fall Specials
Oil Change &
Filter

New Tire

'15"

$5 Off each
The month of Oct.

$10 FREE
Gas with Tune
Up

$10 FREE
Cu with Complete
Brake Job.

RUTHICS
UNIVERSITY BP STATION
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 6 a.m.-6 p.m.
Five Points, Murray • 753-5782

6. Indianapolis vs San Diego

14
20
20
24
17
7
10
20
21
10
22
10
16
14
7
20
6
22
21
7
7
10

1

gn
io
aitn
nn
biin
W
Orn
. CA
tj

ADVANTAGE:

4

Cain's *4
CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH-DODGE-JEEP-EAGLE

Hwy. 641 N. • Murray - 753-6448
0
14
17
14

7. L.A. Raiders vs. Seattle

23
13

UNIVERSITY

14

22
20
21
21
6
22
21
PO
7
10
17
13
20
20
24

-TIRE AND AUTO
We've teamed up
kily for
with Ties
quality and value!

17

10
20

We now a o service Dent
Master. A paintless dent
removal system.
11. Philadelphia vs. Washington

14

21

- OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM - total score of
exact
Tie Breaker: Pick the

753-4994

, 1406 Main

Pittsburgh vs. Cincinnati
My Pick

P1ZZili

Points

4AJOHK,
Dd,vv,-.,,7-1,,!-Nea` Pi:,_3,/
4. Dallas vs. Kansas City
753-6666

For $12.99

1

All Entries Should Be Maikd or Dropped Off At:

Expires Oct. 1, 1992

The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, Ky 42071
All entries

•

14

21
7
15

.

Valad at parlitapaang stores only Not valid wit, any other otter
Prices may vary Con:gnat pays sales tax store appecable
Delivery area Waled is ensure sate drnnno Our drivers crony
less than WO 00 Our *haws ere rot pe sized tot tete

..

12. Sort Francisco vs. Atlanta

7
8
9
10
11

1
2
3
4
5
6

$6"

Expires 11-2-92

(dWr. •attiebJ)
.4!6_} •

Ronnie Ross and Danny Ross
6th & Main

All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & SpaGatti
Dinner Buffets

1. Minnesota vs. Detroit
- The

HIGHLIGHTS

Oat Ado

Keith's n'----

r-

Expires 11-2-92

Sunday and Monday, October, 15, 18, 19
3. Cleveland vs Green Bay

Tackle A Pizza at Gatti's!

10. New Ortoons vs. Pttc•onix

/6

"
▪ deillen

Tr-• $44

14" Pizza „
*69.8Ts.
1 Topping

dB& &Winona Toppings s 05
Ccece:on
Mr read *10, Any Craw "

or In our office by Fri, Oct. 16 at 5p.m.
must ba malted to the Lodger & Urea by Friday, Oct.16

.

4

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

TO PLACE AN Al) CALL

Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Monday Edition
Friday 3 p.m.
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
ANN()UNCEMEN I S
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found

010
020
025
030
040
050

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wanted
Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

060
090
100
110

190
370
390
400
550

FARMERS MARKET
Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

410
540
560
570
240

Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted
Miscellaneous

Has such unusual
and unique gifts
you have to stop
By Way of by
and browse.
the Grapevine New gift items arriving daily, including seasonal gifts.
Watch for next months celebration of
"Christmas at the Cabin."

•J5fi15!

ww.cOD

,AC

ALLIANCE

TRACTOR TRALER TRAParG CENTERS
M
•1 %FINDS/ T V

endow

nc.••

•••04117.

A.••••

II

1-800-334-1203
1992 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
The Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act
has been repealed. Your
need has never been
greater for a comprehensive Medicare Supplement plan. Deductibles,
co-insurance and -nonapproved" charges can
cause your out-of-pocket
expenses to mount up.
The Part A deductible
you, or your insurance,
must pay has been increased to $662 in 1992.
For more information
call:

McConnell
Insurance Agency

753-4199
"our 29th year ofservice"

Reaching 40 is
not a total loss!
Happy Birthday
Sgt. DeVoss

LAS VEGAS
Round Trip Airfare
3 days end 2 nights

$179.00

roma

Double Occupancy
Valid One Year

1-800-477-9864
Amass Trawl

AURORA Pizza Magic. Genuine hand tossed pizza,
fresh salads, sandwiches,
gyros. Open at year at
5pm. Closed Mon and
474-8119,
Tues.
1-800-649-3804.

060

060
Help
Wanted

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X DOLL HOUSE X
CAFE
X
X
Exotic Dancers

X Hey. 79 East

Paris, Tenn. X
X Mon -Sat. 2-12 Midnight X
X
901-642-4297
X
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

LOCAL church looking for
nursery worker Call
753-9961
NEEDED, RN to work
weekends, 7am-7pm
Competabve salary, excellent benefits including dental plan. Apply in person,
Mon.-Fri., Ban-5pm, Haws
Memorial, Holiday Lane,
Fulton, KY.
POSITION AVAILABLE.
Wanted: receptionist/typist
for position in law office.
Must have experience in
using Word Perfect. Legal
writing skit beneficial but
not required. Send resume
and cover letter with salary
history to: P.O. Box
1040-P, Murray, KY.

RN or LPN needed full time
EXPERIENCED waitress. in busy medical practice
Apply in person, Hong Great benefits. Send reKong Restaurant, Murray. sume to Route 2 Box 39,
lAurray KY.
DO you need a JOB,or do
you need help at making SALES Clerk needed for an
positive advances for the immediate opening. Hardfuture? We have 22 JOB ware and building material
OPENINGS for people be- knowledge desires. Apply
tween the ages of 16-22 in person at Myers Lumber,
years, if you are not in 500 South 4th, Murray. No
school. CaN 753-9378 five phone calls please.
days a week between
WANTED: 100 people to
8:00am-3:00pm We are an
lose weight now. 100% naEOE. This proiect is funded
tural, no willpower reby the Western Kentucky
quired. 100% guaranteed.
Private Industry CouncilCaN 502-554-8730
JTPA.

Telemarketing Trainees
Needed
No experience necessary. Need 3 people
who want to work and earn up to $125
per week in only 20-24 hours to replace
3 who didn't.
If this is you call 753-7622
Mon., Oct. 12 - 4-9 p.m.
Tues., Oct. 13 - 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
and 5 p.m.-9 p.m.
Wed., Oct. 14 - 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
and 5 p.m.-9 p.m.

PTL has opportunities available for career minded individuals. We have positions
that would offer unlimited potential and
advancement for the right people. We are
looking for applicants with the following
backgrounds: computers/data entry, communications/telephone skills, customer service, or tractor/trailer operations experience.
We offer an outstanding compensation
package including fringe benefits. If you are
a responsible and eager person and looking
for a career opportunity, please send your
resume to:
PASCHALL TRUCK LINES. INC

P.O. Box 1305
Murray, KY 42071

Lost 10/9/92 in Murray. Beeper/Pager, red
with black buttons.
Has ID Code engraved
on side. Call 753-0391.

4

•

available in med/surg.,
skilled care, and home care departments. Full-tirtie,
part-time, and PRN's needed for all shifts. Current
Ky. lioensure or eligibility required.

/411JRAING SUPERVISOR full-time, 3-11 shift
available in med/surg. department. Current Ky. RN
licenee or eligible required.

NURSING ASSISTANT position for day and evening

Help
Wanted

•

OM.

a

HOLLAND Medical has immediate opening for full
time delivery technician
Must have excellent driving
record Apply in person.
905 Arcadia Cacti, Murray
October 121h thru 16th,
9em-1om No phone cab
piens*
JERRY'S Custom Kitchen
Cabinets now accepting
applications for workers
Prefer experience 409
Sunbury, behind Bunny
Bread, Murray

shifts. Full-time available in med/aurg depart-

JITI.TRAJMINOORAPFIRM part-time position requires ARRT Registration RIMS Registration or
eligibility. Will work as Radiologic Technologist and
Beck-up" ultraeonographer.
All positions have new and competitive salary scales,
commensurate with experience. Excellent benefits
for full and part-time position.. We are preparing for
the move to our new facility, which is scheduled to
open in Spring of '98'. Submit resume to: Human
Resources, Community Hospital. P.O. Box 1099.
Mayfield. Ky 42066
EOF./M/F/V/H

No..-..-m.iiniaiwidowTONPWWWwONNANNWN
.
.
N

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

GUN SAFES by Liberty, the
best on the market_ Model
on display at Simmons
Security Systems, 810 Sy
camore St., Murray, KY.
hiring
for
WENDY'S is now
753-9403. Bring this ad and
day shift Flexible hours,
receive $100 off any safe.
must be able to work
10/20/92. M-F,
weekends. Also hiring Expires
maintenance positions, 30 900-2.30.
hours/week, must have GUNS, new, used, buy,
maintenance experience. sell, trade Large selection
Apply in person 2-4pm of handguns. Robert's Gun
daily, 1111 Chestnut, Shop,5th and Main Streets
Murray.
(above Frame Village) Murray. 753-3066.
090
Sltuetion
ANTIQUE table. Hand
Ranted
carved kitchen table with
drop leaf, 2 chairs. Singer
CERTIFIED nursing assissewing machine. 2 living
tant, nurse aid, would like to
room chairs, gold. Weights
sit with the elderly or sick,
with bench. Double
by hour, day or weekend,
wrought iron bed frame. All
and in case of emergency.
priced to sell. For more
Call 527-1510 after 200
information, 436-5711 or
CUT this out and save my 436-2714.
number Do house cleaning, call Betty, 474-2131, or BETTER 'N Ben fireplace
leave message. Have isen with blowers, $350.
references.
Loose pillow back sofa
SEWING lobs wanted, in- sleeper, gray background,
5100. 753-3632 after 5pm.
cluding formal wear
753-1061
BOGARD trucking and exWILL dean houses, rea- cavating, inc. We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
sonable rates. 437-4064.
rock, rip rap. 759-1828.
WILL do ironing in my
home. Call 474-2131, ask CAMPUS Supplement
for Betty or leave phone 1-800-876-4316
number.
CENTRAL heat/air unit,
WILL stay nights or works good. Woodburning
weekends with sick or el- furnace, works good. $250
derty. No answer, leave each. 489-2117.
message on answering
COMPUTER for sale,
service 753-4590. Exper286-20MHZ, 5'4 and 3-4
ienced and references.
H.D. 5001 focus, 101 key140
board with mouse and corWmi
vus monitor. Complete sysTo Buy
tem with lots of program$550. Like new,2
ANTIQUES by the piece or ming only
Call 753-1655.
mos.
old
753-9433
collections Call
after 5pm.
LET us make your clothes,
CASH paid for good, used
after and repair Uniforms
rifles, shotguns, and pissportswear, rentals,
tols. Benson Sporting and
Goods, 519 S. 12th, gowns and tuxedos. Ruth's
See and Sew, Country
Murray
Square, 1608 N. 121, MurUSED and antique furni- ray. 753-6981.
ture, glass, tools, quilts.
MUMS FOR SALE. All col474-2262, 901-642-6290.
ors, Huge 'Beautiful', REWANTED: Dead IBM PC DUCED FOR FALL, $3.00
computers and compati- each. Take 94 West to
bles. Also, will buy some Charley Thurman Rd., turn
PC service equipment. Call right, first house on the
1-11pm to set up a time for right. `tall come 435-4020
us to come look at your to order.
equipment.
NEW white standard size
1-800-382-3277.
tub and shower unit, $125
WANTED meddium sized 753-7901 after 4pm.
chest freezer 436-5383 afRATS OR MICE? Buy ENter 5pm
FORCER Products GUARWANT to buy, good used ANTEED! To kill rats and
piano, no uprights. mice. Available at: Murray
753-1140.
True Value Home and Auto
Hardware, North Side
Shopping Center, Murray,
150
KY
Aitiolos

1"

Z'

3"

4"

5" 1 6"

T'

8"

1

5.00

10.00

15.00

20.00

25.00 30.00

35.00

40.00

45.00 50.00

2

8.00

16.00

24.00 32.00

40.00 48.00

56.00

64.00

72.00 80.00

3

10.00 20.00

30.00 40.00

50.00 60.00

70.00

80.00

90.00 100.00

4

15.00 30.00

45.00 60.00

5

18.00 38.00

54.00 72.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00
90.00 108.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

6

20.00 40.00

60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00140.00 160.00 180.00200.00

, Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
' Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

ASHLEY woodbuming fireplace insert, 2 years old,
has glass doors and brass
trirn, sells new $1395, will
sell $600 2 Bel Vector radar detectors, sell new
$250 each, will sell $40
each or both $75. 753-5986
room 250

ligr*
4.143
,
24:4

GAL

Lynn Grove Area
3 BR.,3ba.,vinyl siding on 2acres,pond,2
out buildings,2 car garage,great place for
kids. 6 miles on 94 West on the right of
Jones Sprakman Rd. 5th house on left.
435-4250 or 753-5490.

I

Mob*
Homes For Salo

370

Hamm
For bit

1004 MAIN 2br, 1 bath
1980 SHILOH 24x60, 3br, 2 carpeted, stove, refngera
bath, $15,000 obo Must be tor, freezer, central h/a, *rid
moved 436-2535
hook-up, no pets $360/mo
1985 MOBILE home, $300 deposit 759-1265
14x80, 2br, 2 bath, 2BR, w/d hookup, near
160
$14,900 753-1161
How
downtown, no pets, referFwnishinge
1990 CLAYTON mobile ences and deposit required 753-8463
CARPETING, blue sculp- home, 14x70, 2br, 2 bath,
new
tured, excellent condition,
carpet, outbuilding and 38R, 1 bath, w/d hook-up,
11'x22'. Must sell today, nice landscaping, excellent Panorama Shores,
condition, located in Coach $275/mo plus deposit.
$75 obo. 436-5400.
Estates Will take bank pay 436-2326.
oft Call 759-9311 after
3BR house, 1604 Main St,
THEM'S BARGAIN BIN
5Pm•
central gas heat, a/c,
1109 Pogue Ave.
759-9940
ONE of the Southeast's $450/mo, on campus
Clean Used Furniture, ApLargest and Oldest Dealer- 753-6111 days, 753-0606
pliances, and Misc. items
ships of quality built, energy nights.
Use Our Layaway Plan
efficient homes. Dinkins LARGE 3br, 2 baths, family
NOW Renong Nintendo
Mobile Homes, Inc. Hwy and sun
room, $400 Plus
79 E , Paris, Tn. deposit 3-4 miles South
LOVE seat, gray and white 1-800-642-4891.
641. 492-8120.
checked, $125. 753-6910,
280
437-4314 after 6pm.
360
Noble
For Rent
QUEEN size waterbed, exRiot
Homes For
Or Lease
cellent condition, nice
headboard with mirror. 12x60 IN New Concord, CREEKVIEW Self-storage
$150/mo. 436-2427.
759-1286.
warehouses on Center
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br, Drive behind Shoney's
190
electric or gas. Walking dis- $20-$40hno. 750-4081.
Farm
tance to college. 753-5209
NORTHWOOD storage
Equipment
presently has units avail285
MT JOHN Deere w
able. 753-2905 tor more
Mobile
cultivator and disk, $1050
information.
How Lots For Raft
436-5508

&pone
EquiPosni
PORTABLE all metal hunt
ing stands for sale. Can be
seen folded up for easy
carrying. 435-4307 after
5pm.
TITLEIST DCI golf clubs,
2-pw, like new, $375
753-3632 after 5pm
210

Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

MOBILE Home Village,
available now. $75/mo., includes water. Coleman RE,
753-9898.

365
For Sae,
Or Lame
3BR, 2 bath condominium
753-3293 after 6OM

✓

1BR, low utilities, references and deposit required. No pets. $185
753-3949.
1BR or efficiency apartment, available now. Coleman RE, 753-9898.

FOR sale Timothy, Jab
mixed hay 489-2355
HUDSON Company. Saddles, Bridles 8 Horse supphes 753-45.45, 759-1823,
753-6763
REGISTERED Polled
Hereford bull, 2:4 years
old 753-2913
REGISTERED American
Saddlebred 7 yew old gelding, excellent bkx>dtines,
good trail horse, high spirited. $1200 firm. Serious
buyers only. 753-4728.

380

Pete
$ &Oleo
AKC Ihniature Schnauzer
pups, 6 wks old, ready to
go, pick yours out now.
759-4476.
CHOCOLATE Lab puppies, 1st shots and
wormed, $75. 753-5034.
HAVE an obedient, sate
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858.
LOVE your pet or show
dog? Then feed them the
best' All natural, nutritious.
Natural Lite Pet Products.
759-1519
SIM MRS II= MO II

10% Off Coupon

1, 2, 3 or 4BR furnished
apartments, nice, near university. 753-6111 daytime,
753-0606 nights

1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray. 753-4109.

220

Umbel

& Swpase

I

GE washer, dryer, $150 or
best offer for the pair.
753-6116, 436-5810
nights

200

10"

25s per word $5 00 minimum let day.
Sc per word per day for each additional consecutive day.
$1.75 extra far shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide.)
52.00 extra for blind box ads.

270

Appliances

9"

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:

111111

I

Have Mop / Will Travel 1
Bonded
I References

I

Owner
Beverly DeVries
(502) 438-2663

▪

Ems Ems am

Carpets
General Cleaning
Stripping & Waxing
No Job Too Small
I
Or Too Big
emu um

a

kluelcal

2BR apt., stove, refrigeraBALDWIN Spinet piano, tor, furnished, under
$300/mo. Coleman RE,
$600. 437-4432.
753-9898.
PIANO tuning arid repair,
2BR duplex on 1409 B Hill753-2099.
wood Dr , $325/mo
PIANO tuning, expert ser- 759-4406
vice and repair. John Gotts2BR duplex, carport, outchalk, 753-9600.
side storage, appl. furn210
ished, economical heat
pump system, no pets, deillemilaneoue
posit required. $400/mo
753-3778 or 753-5114

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
now offers U.S. and foreign

coins at Hoboes Coin and
Card Shop, 102 North 5th
Street, in Murray. Our
coins, proof sets, paper
currency and coin supplies
we available at Decades
For Sale
Ago (in Hazel) and at the
500 BRICK, $50 U pick-up. S-15 OR S-10 truck topper, Mercantile (in Aurora).
$150. Storm door, width Stamps and stamp sup753-6511 after 5pm.
35, $20. Shower glass plies are featured along
ALL B&B Shade Trees '4 doors, $35.
with our coins and coin
753-6633
price (cash and carry only),
supplies
at the Book Rack
TIMOTHY
horse
hay
Oct 1st, until they are
Shopping Cen(Dixieland
435-4201
after
6prn
gone 1 gal fall mums,
ter in Murray) We appraise
$250 Zimm's Nursery, 45 WHEAT straw 753 8156 or
estates and are active buyBy-Pass, Martin, TN
753-6401
ers of coins and stamps.
901-587- 2440 Mon-Sat,
WHEAT straw, $1 50/bale Call 502-753-4161.
9am-5pm
489-2436, if no answer
FRESH Kentucky Lake cat- leave
250
message on
fish, live or dressed Murray machine
Waimea
Bait Co. 753-5693
Services

GA ICERITSTED NURSEHASSISTANTED 3-11
shift, full-time positions available in skilled nursing
and home care department.

Days

TRANSPORTATION

Articles
For Salo

Used office furniture:
2 solid wood desks,
bookcase,
labia,
couch, heavy duty
paper shredder & cart.
Call 753-1292

40% Discount 2nd Run, 60% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ada Must Run Within 6 Day Penod
111.75 per column inch extra for Tuesday.

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

•

REGISTERED NURSE
ricAL Nuitsz position

11111111R11

120
230
250
290
530

1S0

WANTED barmaids, waitresses, dancers, $500 plus
weekly. Doll House Cafe,
Parts, TN. 642-4297, 4-12.

Equal Opportunity Employer

Lest
Fouled

270
365
420
430
440
450
460

Sales
Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

COIN laundry attendant,
full and/or part bme position Apply in person,
Boone's Laundry,605 Main
St., Murray.

121 South To Old Salem Road
Wed.-Sat. 10 am.-5 p.m.; Sun. 2-5 p.m.

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR • TRAILERS

Rental
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
300
Business Rentals
310
Want To Rent
320
Apartments For Rent
330
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
340
360
For Rent or Lease

Help
Wanted

( Gift Certificates Available )

Classified Ad Rated
(Effective Jan 2, 1991)
Display Ads

SERVICES

REAL ESTATE

Nap
Wonted

Nob*

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads
for any error. The Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for
only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported Immediately so corrections can be made.

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

060
Notice

us

753-1916

MERCHANDISE
For Sale Or Trade
130
Want To Buy
140
15Q
Articles For Sale
155
Appliances
160
Home Furnishings
165
Antiques
1717
Vacuum Cleaners
180
Sewing Machines
200
Sports Equipment
210...,
..
Firewood
220
Musical
T.V. & Radio
260
Pets & Supplies
380
MISCELLANEM s

020

I

P

Classified

DEADLINES
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PRIVATE Investigato
D B A Confidential Invest
gations, Soutiside Shopping Center, Suite #102
Murray, 753-2641

213R, partially furnished, no
pets, references and deposit required. 753-8463
CLEAN 2br, centred ft/a,
wi/d hook-up, no pets, 641
South. 492-8634.
HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
KY, is now renting. You
must be 62, handicapped,
or disabled. Howl and 2br
units 502-527-8574 for
more information. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
NEW 2br duplex, carport,
appliances, gas heat, deck
$403/mo. 753-7457.
NEW large 2br, utility room.
gas water healer/heat low
utilities, appliances. deposit, $390/mo Call after
5pm, 753-8828
SMALL efficiency apart
ment. 753-5536

270

Mobile
Homes For Sale
1975, 12x70. NICE 2br, 1.4
bath, with many extras, re
candy redecorated, must
sell 753-1410
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 103 amp $325
435-4027

CONDO style apartments
Like new University view
Quiet area Appliances,
central gas heat and
$425/mo
garage
753-8096 or 753-2633
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1.24 3 bed
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky or call
502-437-4113 ENO

LARGE selection of used VERY nice 2br apartment,
homes! Priced xi set Dink- 1413 Millwood, appliances
ins Mobile Homes, Inc., furnished, w/d hook-up,
Hwy 79E, Paris, TN. lease, no pegs, $325/mo
1-800-642-4891
753-0814

NO DOWN PAYMENT
BUILT ON YOUR LOT
New 3 BR Ranch. Energy efficient, brick home with 2 full
baths,fireplace, central heat and
air, vaulted ceiling, dishwasher,
range, wall to wall carpeting,
skylight, conventionally built on
crawl space over 1550 sq. ft. for
only $48,900.

TAYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
Since 1958
(502)582-1800
(502)554-3267
Basement & Garage Optional

*

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

*

Carelya's Amalgams & Gifts
Dover, use. se U.S. 79 Highway
Rooth Fed el Land Between Lakes
D.I. SaL Oct. 17 - 5130 L.
Sunday Oct. IS - 134 p.m
&Wants bong leased Evarydons loft to be sold Antiques, *
* lathes, child's's and mots apparel including Northlake *
walk boots.
• Saturday Sale Order Antiques. erne RAWL jars. wood *
* cookaaves, advertising nwarionlaiha. Coca Cols sips, *
service as signs,thermometers,slams jam haulms,primiiive
• cabinets, old trunks - camel hock & steeMer, Coca Cola ion *
* chop., old corn shells McCoy & Hull. Rarserille poaery, *
braes buck ets, gram & pink depression glass, old toe- soma
* man,lots aloud hand tools, 5 gal. slams pip, primitive W
* cabinets, old bows, glair warn-Resta. Occupied Japan. cat *
• glass- some new. lots & iota of old wood buow Mute, aid A
.partite ware W
* carnival glass, old radios,calendar &dwindles
* nave.old oak .11111 used,old china ashen& old (piths,oder *
chest,
aid
WOW bucket, old
wardrobe. roms Make/. Oak
* spool cabinet, old real cotton waled old ask los ahem old IR
* sum old marvel comic hooka
Sped& Noie Acme Boma. woman & mine Apparel - new A
nuts selling Sunday starting at 1 .10 prn
* Auctioneer's Cannseets Scenething here for the antique *
A
buff,the collector.at scrnathing new 5500 sq ft being said
W Sr present & hid You certainly want to he present Much, W
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Abortion pill may treat brain tumors

CLASSIFIEDS
Wes

SNVICIIS
Wend

Used
Cars
•

BOB Haley Real Estate
Saies, Appraisals, Property
Mgt RE/1444X 753-SOLD

HOME weft income Six
rooms, 3br, 2 bath,
weaned and carpeted pie
tic). all electric built-in
kitchen, althea h/a. Stiparate entrance to upstairs. 4
room and bah apt, newly
decorated for rental 1',4
acre site. reduced to
$49.900 759-1122

KOPPERUD REALTY of
firs a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
hom•s, all prices
753-1222
RE/MAX Properees Ltd
Bob Pemn. Paul Dailey
Bob Haley, Jean Bed BeiAir Center 502-753-SOLD,
1-800-369-5780

Lets
For Sale
ADJOINING lots for sale
near KY lake Well and
scow system already in
place Ideal for mobile
home $8500/al Kopperud
Realty, MLS$4462
753-1222

5

QUAIL Run Subdrvision
New subdivision located
just two miles south of MUT
ray Has sewer water,
cable and underground
electricity Prices range
from $9,900 to $16,000
Call Kopperud Realty
753-1222, for plat and resInctions Hwy 641 South
to Tom Taylor Road 633
feet to subdivision on left
WOODED building lots in
Lynwood Heights City water. natural gas. cablthe
soon, 3 3/10 mikes on 94
west from Murray City Lotits 6% ample interest financing available
753-5841 or 753-1566

Flees
For Sae

1964 CHEVROLET Cavalbw, 4-door, 80,000 miles,
good condition Call
759-1709 after 5pm
1984 PONTIAC Phoenix
SE loaded $1550
489-2609 after 5pm
1985 FORD Tempo GLX,
4-door. 60xxx ex 1 -owner,
$3500
all power
753-1194

COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulffs Recovery, Murray
436 5560
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete instalason and ser
Call Gary at
vice
750 4754
DRYWALL finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for NM estimate for your
needs
FOR bushhogging, leveling
drt or graved and seeding
yards, call 753-3413
GENERAL Roper plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding, painting Free estimates 18
years experience Local references 489-2267

paralysis.
A smaller five-year study
found that eight of 28 patients
showed a small shrinkage of the
tumor or an improvement in their
symptoms when given RU-486,
said Dr. Steven G.unberg of the
University of Southern

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, painting viellpeper carpentry,
floor covering No job too
small 436-2052

CE
APPLIANCE SERVICE SEPTIC TANK SERVI
new
Kenmore, Westinghouse Repair, repisoement
g sewWhirlpool 30, years ex instillation, pumpin
nts
baseme
s.
ers,
footing
Y
BOBB
p•ri•nce
Backho•-loader service
HOPPER, 4365648
BRENT ALLEN 759 1515
I3ACKHOE Service ROY
repair
HILL Sepbc system, drive SEWING machine
ill
Barnh
eth
Kenn
ions
ways. hauling, foundat
753-2674
etc 759-4664

JUST listed the attractive
3br bnck ranch home with
attached garage on quiet. 1986 AUDI 5003 very good
no outlet, street Lovely condition 753-3293 alter
shaded backyard, °Mend 6Prn
at $51,500 Kopperud Ree,
ally. MLS *4464, 1987 CUTLASS Suprem
$5700
loaded,
miles
low
753-1222
Cal 753-6065
LYNN Grove Area, 3br 3
a,
bath on 2 acres, gas heat, 1988 NISSAN Maxim
n
fireplace walk in closets 2 loeded, excellent condem
44.
345-27
for
details,
Cal
94
on
miles
6
,
car garage
West on the nght Jones- 1989 PONTIAC Bonneville
Sparkman Rd 5th house LE loaded, sharp, one
on the left 435 4250, owner. 753-5135 after
753-5490
6Perl
MARTIN Heights Sub. 1990 BUICK LeSabre lim1988,
1550 Mockingbird
ited 35xxx miles, gray,
3br 2ba greatroorn FDR, 4 door, one-owner, excel2 car garage fenced back
lent condition $11,300
yard large deck 2200 sq ft 436-5683
alter
16
75941
62
753n3
1990 PONTIAC 6000
sprri
loaded, 46,000 miles
NICE 3br, 2 bath w/carport, $6200 4364443
screened deck, above
ground pool, storage build- 1990 TEMPO GL, 47xxx
mgs, nice dog kennel on miles loaded, excellent
large lot in stalls area condition, $6800 438-2917
$46,500 489-2964 after 4pm
01001511.91
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard Music, Murray's Alpine Car Audio Specialist,
Illotarcycise
Dixieland Center, 1 block
from htSU dorms,
r
wheele
3
A
HOND
125
with electnc start, reverse REDUCED. 1985 Delta
and trailer hitch Also Roma* Olds, it-door, dean,
Honda 70 3-wheeler tuned, and ready
492 8516
753-3193 after 5pm

HOME Improvement Specialist Vinyl siding win
dows carports and patio
enclosures 753-0280

California.
ET REThe patients suffered from
SHEETROCK finishing, KITCHEN CABIN
doors 8
textured ceilings. Larry COVERY existing
giomas, tumors that grow
mcnin
frames with woodgrain forChruirnan 492-8742
brain and spinal cord
the
on
estiFree
mica, all colors
AND
giomas account for
AND
Menin
HERL
ry
tissue.
SOUT
mates Wulff s Recove
LONG Construction Home Murray 436-5560
repairs and remodeling
roofing, room additions LEE'S CARPET CLEAN
and
foundation work Free eat ING. For all your carpet
753-5827
males No jobs too bog or upholstery call
ates
estim
Free
Coo
S&L
Call
too small
GOSHEN, Ind. (AP) - Forremoval
struction 753 3870 day or Emergency water
Surgeon General C. Everett
mer
night
LICENSED for electric and
Koop says President Bush is putSOUTHERLAND AND gas 753-7203
ting enough money into AIDS
LONG Construction Home MOBILE home set-ups
research, but the disease is so
ling.
remode
repairs and
Free estimates 759-2570,
ns,
additio
baffling, he doubts a cure can be
roofing, room
8arn 5pm
foundation work Free estifound.
mates. No jobs too big or PLUMBING repairman with
Koop told an audience at
lido smal Cal S&L Con- same day service Call
Goshen College on Monday that
struction. 753 3870 day or 436-5255
the number of AIDS cases in the
night
PLUMBING - Free estiUnited States doubles each year,
SUREWAY Tree & Stump mates. Affordable rate
Removal Insured with full Same day service. Al work
line or equipment Free es- guaranteed. 492-8816.
timates Day or night, REFINISHING, stripping,
753-5484
custom woodworking.
/53-8056.

BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service Al work guatan
teed 753-1134
BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates
753-4591

2-38R home within short
walk to lake. New sophiux:es, screened in front
porch. deck. $25,000
762-6158 leave message
3BR, 1 bath, fenced backyard with pcol, ricety de
corated. good location
753-4148 days, 435-4499
nights

T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Electrical - Cleaning Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm

BRYON'S Lawn Services
Coburg orders for taM leaf
pock-up 753-4591

1950 FORD Fl stakebed
Al onginai Flathead V-8
recently rebuilt Sound
1979 OLDS 98 Regency,
Runs great
body
51orn
alter
45
753-44
$960
436-5383 afar 5pm
1980 MALIBU, good
1988 TOYOTA 4x4, short
shape, can be seen on ki
new tires 56.000
16th extended 436-2135 bed
miles $6700 435-4443
1982 CAMARO IROC,
1990 CHEVY Suburban, 3
sharp, $2700 437-4432
seats, dual air, 36,000
1083 PONTIAC T-1000 4 miles $12,900 753-4445
cylinder, standard stall, alter 5pm
good gas mileage
1990 SILVERADO pick-up,
474-2744
extended csb with fiberg1984 CAMARO Z-28, are lass topper, 23not miles
bit caseelle, llops, $3500 753 6784
753-6769
FOR sae or Wade, 1971
Chevy pick up, runs good,
new lees, sack shift in floor,
nice truck $750 4365263

1979 DODGE Omni $550
489-2609 after 5pm

PRICE just reduced on this
3tx brick
PENDII7G
at
SALE
$4266 Call
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured. Estimate available
759-4690

CHARLIE Davidson. All
types of roofing and repairs Torch down rubber
roofing 753-5812.
CHIN Chlm Chimney
Swoops has 10% senior
citizen disoounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191

CONSTRUCTION, custom
framing, additions, solar
greenhouses new homes
Tnpp MIAMI 753-0563

RJR HOME REPAIRS

General Repairs, Patinng arid Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Rooting and Welding

ROGER Hudson rock haul
mg. gravel, sand dirt, driveway rock 753-4545
753-6763
56(

Robert J.
Rutherford

(502) 753-0468

Terry
Tatlock
Licensed
Agent
MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at: 753-4199

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelylnator-Emerson-Brown
'All Repairs Are Guaranteed
753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele-Allbritten, Inc.

k-rt
•A

Sodom
011apsa
A-1 TOWN/country yard
mowing,landscaping Ire.
trimnang,tree roma/light
hauling Free estimates
Tim Lamb, 4362526
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
oatmeal's 753-0906 altar
5pm, 750-9616, 753-0496
A-1 TREE removal & Wee
trimming Light hauling &
odd jobs Free estimates
436-2102. sek for Luke
AA TREE trimming and
yard mowing 4.36-2102
ask for Paul
ALPHA Builders Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing. ooncrete. drive
ways, painting. maintenonce,etc Free asinwees
489-2300
WILL clean gutters,
615.$25 Cal early morning or evenings, 75349011
GUTTERING By Sears
Sews readosami and commercial oonanuous
insielled for your speclecetions Call Sews 753-2310
for free estimate

(Dem main at 1100)
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road
Mel to Sq. Hsi, Road, not on Sq. He. Road VI mils

733-4115S
23' TRAVEL trailer, self
contained, good condition,
1850 or Wade 436-5811

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
Knights of Columbus Hall

*tie TN* & Saws

He was surgeon general under
Presidents Reagan and Bush from
1981 until 1989.

Tomorrow: Happy ending.
West led a heart, an aggressive
East dealer.
choice. Declarer played low from
Neither aide vulnerable.
dummy,won the heart with the eight
NORTH
and expected to have clear sailing
•K 2
from then on.
T A 1032
He began by cashing the K-A of
* A 10 9 4 2
spades and ruffing the jack ofspades
+ 107
in dummy. But when he next played
EAST
WEgt
the A-K of trumps and West showed
3
7
4
Q
8
• 10 96
out, it looked as though South would
v 76
•K 9 5 4
have to lose a trump trick as well as
5
Q
•
3
6
K
• J
a
diamond and go down one.
4J 65 3
+2
However,South was not the type
SOUTH
of
player who gives up easily. He led
•A J 5
a heart to dummy's ace, ruffed a
Q8
heart, then led a diamond to the ace
•8 7
and ruffed dummy's last heart.
•A K Q 98 4
As a result of these plays, South
The bidding:
was left with the Q-9 of trumps and
North
South West
East
eight of diamonds. East's last three
1•
Pass
1•
Pass
cards were the J-6 of trumps and
3V
Pass
3+
Pass
queen of diamonds. Declarer now
4e
Pass
3 NT
Pass
exited with a diamond and was cer6+
Pass
tain to make the last two tricks and
.
hearts
of
five
Opening lead
less of who won the
There is a lot of luck in bridge, but the slam regard
nd.
diamo
er
Consid
skill.
of
a
lot
also
there is
While it is true that South was
this deal where North -South got to six
to get a heart lead from West,
lucky
trifle
a
d
s
overbi
player
clubs. Both
also unlucky to run into a 4was
he
but
and reached a questionable slam,
division. But he overcame
1
trump
off.
paid
ism
optim
their
end
in the
by exercising his skill to
luck
bad
the
comh
a
South made the slam throug
t - and thereby hangs
utmos
the
a
skill
and
luck
good
of
on
binati
this tale.
hard combination to beat.

COLSON'S Home Repair
Remodeling, carpentry,
painting and plumbing
436-2575 after 5pm

Steely
Beckham
Service

But, he said, more has been
in
done to learn about the disease
done
was
than
years
the last six
about polio in 40 years.

Fortune Favors the Brave

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete. Free estimates Cal
474-2307.

FIPPLIMEETIVA111-1

GOLFERS Dream Quality
3br. 25 beth home an Oaks
Estates Formal LR. DR.
den, large eat in kitchen
Just reduced from
$124,900 to $110.000 Cal
todey for your showing
Kopperud Realty.
753-1222, MLS $4267

and the number of heterosexuals
getting the virus is increasing at
an alarming rate.

Contract Bridge

YOUR AD COULD BE HERE
CALL 753-1916

ATTENTION Hunters 101
acres 9 miles west of
Hazel, lots of deer and
turkey, $32.000 759-1701

18 percent of all brain tumors, he
said.
Patients arc currently being
ear
chosen for the larger two-y
study, he said Monday.
The pill's manufacturer.
Rousell-Uclaf, has not asked permission to market the drug in the
has
United States. The company
in
said it will not sell RU-486
hospread
wides
any country with
tility to abortion.
Several experts have said that
treat a
RU-486 might help them
ding
variety of diseases, inclu
al
adren
oma,
glauc
depression,
study
new
A
AIDS.
and
cancer
found it also is an effective
morning-after contraceptive.

Hoop pessimistic about AIDS cure

Free
VCR
AL'S haulirvg, yard work, VCR REPAIR Wood
gtree removal, mowing Free Service Center, cleanin
Cocke
servicing $15, most repairs PUPPIES. part
estimates. 759-1663
8 wks , 2 black, 1
Spaniel
1,
Route
n
locatio
Vas
New
$35
ANY remodeling, building. Almo Open 9 12. 15 white Call anytime
1977 FORD Van, good mo- painting, roofing Refer- Mon -Fn 753 0530
759-4507
NEW bug *holds for pick- te drive tram Best offer
750-1110
ences
ups and vans, foreign and 7591510
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
domestic, deer and smoke
Factory trained by 3 major
trit $19 50/ea Pick-up bed 1983 FORD E-150 convermanufacturers Most pans
mats, $34 501ita Kay Auto sion van, loaded, $5795
Pans Hwy 121S 753-5500 753-3632 after Sprn
an stock, on my truck All
work and pans warranted
auto
van,
ASTRO
1986
Ask for Andy at The ApV-6,
3L,
• air, Cruise, 4
753-2455
Used
power, excellent condition, pliance Works,
very clean, high miles,
BULLDOZING, backhoe,
10.
CUSTOM KITCHEN CAPINETS
1977 CORVETTE, garage $4250 436-56
septic system Call Horace
C USTON 111/000WORKING
after
61
354-81
kept, $7000 753.2158
,
van,
Sholar
cargo
CHEVY
1987
All Typos Of:
69
4pm
11U110 $2500 753-67
1978 CAPRICE Classic
om
Woodworking
Cust
4pm
4-door, auto , ear, arrelm. after
CARPET and vinyl installa
,
perfect mechanically 1990 CHEVY Astro Van, ton and repairs Glen Bob
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
$785 750-1922
ben, 759-1247
loaded, 44xxx miles, navy
•Drop by & see 040 showroom
02
1978 OLDSMOBILE Roy- and WNW 437-49
409 S,,NBJRY MufiFIAY (antund Bunny 13,oaci
CARPET binding and fringal
753-5940
ale, 2-door, sports model, FULL size 1983 Chevy ing Ewer Custom Design
753-7614
tdack and silver two tone, Conversion van, a/c, Carpets
red interior. good shape, cruse, ant/en cassette, ex- anytime
runs good, $650. cellent condition, $5500
CARPORTS for car and
4365263
753-9371 after 5pm or
trucks Spaaal sizes for
1979 COUGAR, excellent weekends
motor homes boats, RV's
Service on all brands window air conditioners condition. ps/pb, rebuilt 302
ot0
and etc Excellent protecwashers - dryers freezers
refrigerators
Used
engine, am/fm radio.
tion, high quality, excellent
shers gas & electric ranges
dishwa
aves
microw
64
Trucks
759-46
$1200 753-9991
Ha,
value Roy

40 ACRES of top productive tarrniarKi Near Sinking
Springs Baptist Church and
Southwest DOT School
Tobacco base included,
subdivision potential
$49,500 MIS #3895 Contact Kopperud Real Estate
753-1222

WATERFRONT 2 story,
approx 2000 sq ft., feeOftc• tipsters and downs$97,000
tairs,
or
502-522-1410
502-924-5085 Cadiz KY

LOS ANGELES (AP) - The
controversial French abortion pill
RU-486 will be tested on 200
patients as a possible treatment
for benign brain tumors that can
cause seizures, blindness and

0140 K. [tit ii,,it C

753-0466

/40r4.PHOI T

PO Box 1033

t.•
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Murray

YARD
SALE
SEASON

SAVE
IIIVISTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and
insertion

1
2 insertions
insertions

'730
'12.50
'15.00

3
Ads must be paid in advance

E:
DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANC
y 3 p.m.

--.Frida
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
on
Tuesday Editi
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
day 3 p.m.
Tues
Thursday Edition
y 3 p.m,
esda
Wedn
Friday Edition
3 p.m.
sday
Thur
Saturday Edition
For assistance call, 753-18143 or come by

Mirrray Ledger 8r Times
Classified Department
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TUESDAY, OCTOBER 13, 1992

Looking Back

Today is Tuesday, Oct. 13, the 287th day of 1992. There are 79
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Two hundred years ago, on Oct. 13, 1792, the cornerstone of the
executive mansion, later known as the White House, was laid during a
ceremony in the District of Columbia.
On this date:
In A.D. 54, Roman emperor Claudius I died, after being poisoned
by his wife, Agrippina.
In 1775, the U.S. Navy had its origins as the Continental Congress
ordered the construction of a naval fleet.
In 1962, 30 years ago, Edward Albee's searing four-character drama
"Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?" opened on Broadway, with Uta
Hagen as Martha and Arthur Hill as George.
In 1981, voters in Egypt participated in a referendum to elect Vice
President Hosni Mubarak the new president, one week after the assassination of Anwar Sadat.
In 1984, the space shuttle Challenger and its seven astronauts glided
to a perfect landing at Cape Canaveral, Fla.
In 1988, Vice President George Bush and Democrat Michael Dukakis met in their second presidential debate.
Ten years ago: The International Olympic Committee announced it
would restore the two gold medals that were taken away from Jim
Thorpe after he admitted being paid to play baseball.
Five years ago: Costa Rican President Oscar Arias was named winner of the Nobel Peace Prize for his efforts on behalf of a Central
American peace plan.
One year ago: The Senate Judiciary Committee heard conflicting
testimony from friends and associates of Supreme Court nominee
Clarence Thomas and Anita Hill, the University of Oklahoma law professor who accused Thomas of sexually harassing her. The Minnesota
Twins won the American League pennant, defeating the host Toronto
Blue Jays 8-5 at the SkyDome.
Today's Birthdays: Former British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher is 67. Playwright Frank D. Gilroy is 67. Singer-musician Paul
Simon is 51. Singer-musician Sammy Hagar is 43. Singer Marie
Osmond is 33. Olympic bronze-medal figure skater Nancy Kerrigan is
23.
Thought for Today: "There are some things one can only achieve
by a deliberate leap in the opposite direction. One has to go abroad in
order to find the home one has lost." — Franz Kaflca, Austrian author
(1883-1924).

Tea years ago
Calloway County Fiscal Court
called for an enforcement of the
ordinance which necessitates the
purchase of an occupational
license anywhere in Calloway
County or the City of Murray.
The deadline for purchase is Oct.
31.
Murray State University Alumni All-Star Band willk play at the
Golden Memories Homecoming
Dance on Oct. 15 at Carr Health
Building, Murray. Band members
are Dr. Roger Reichmuth, Chuck
Simons, Elmo Reed, Gerald
Welker, Don Story and Bob
Scribner with Marge Thomas
Shown as soloist.
Ruth Daughaday of Murray
was installed as president of
Purchase District Chairman of
Kentucky Human Services Associaton at a meeting held at Patti's
Restaurant at Grand Rivers.

Twenty years ago
Murray Operation of Tappan
Company has begun construction
of a water quality control facilitiy
to remove chemicals and solids
from the water used in its manufacturing processes before it is
directed into two streams east of
the city, according to EJ. Haverstock, general manager. The cost
will be $400,000.
Tobacco burns burned yesterday morning. One owned by Harry Key at Coldwater burned at
3:15 a.m. and one owned by Fred
Gillum at Kirksey at 7 p.m. Both
barns had tobacco crops destroyed in the flames.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Joe Bazzell, Sept. 23; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Buddy Windsor, Oct. 6.
Murray State University Thoroughbreds beat University of
Tennessee at Martin 14 to 7 in a

football game at Martin.
Thirty years ago
Glen McCuiston, member of
New Concord 4-H Club and son
of Mr. and Mrs. W.D. McCuiston
received Grand Champion Award
on his beef carcass shown at Beef
Carcass Contest held at Union
City, Tenn.
The Young Married Adult Sunday School Class of Cherry Corner Baptist Church has cornnpleted a project started about a
year ago. A new steeple has been
constructed for the church building and placed in position,
mounted by a lighted cross.
Junior Billington and Jackie Bur.
keen were principal carpenters
and Jimmy Rickman drew the
plans.
Nancy Katherine Apman and
Charles Hayden Walston were
married Aug. 12 at Third Baptist
Church, Owensboro.

DEAR ABBY: I wrote to you 25
years ago. I was a 16-year-old girl
living in Bloomington, Ind. I was
madly in love with an 18-year-old
fellow I had met on a blind date. All
I could think of was being with
Ralph this real name), and my parents were at the end of their rope.
My father suggested I write to Dear
Abby. He was sure you would tell
me I was too young to consider getting married.
I am enclosing the letter you
sent to me, Abby. Of course you
advised me to finish high school
before considering marriage.

Well, I took your advice (sort of) ister. I am a schoolteacher. We live
and promised my parents I would in a little town in Montana and
stay in school. The better they knew couldn't be happier. I just wanted
Ralph, the more they liked him, so you to know how your advice turned
with my parents' blessings, Ralph out. I'll let you know how we're
and I were married on my 17th doing on our 50th. God bless you,
birthday. That was the best decision Abby! You may use my name.
I ever made.
SANDEE PETRO BADGER,
Ralph and I just returned from a
CLANCY,MONT.
Caribbean cruise where we celebrated our 25th wedding anniverDEAR SANDEE: And God
sary. The good Lord blessed us with bless you. May you be as happy
two fine daughters and a grandchild (and healthy) on your 50th as
who is now 8 months old.
you are today.
Ralph is an electrician. He owns
* * *
his own business. He is also a min-
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By GARY LARSON
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DEAR ABBY: "Needs to Know"
asked you what she should do if she
is a dinner guest in the home of a
friend and she sees a mouse or cockroach. You told her to tell the hostess.
Abby, you goofed! I think the
dinner guest should keep her mouth
shut. After all, it's not a mountain
lion that may attack them!
Why embarrass the hostess?
What good would that have done?
The only good thing to come out
of this type of reaction would be two
fewer plates at the next dinner
table.
MILDRED IN DALLAS
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THE SHOWER WAS GREAT,
CATtiki, BUT I HAVE TO 60
SNUOGLEJUP WITH OW HUSBAND AND DAU6HTER BEFORE
rev SON IS BORN!

THE SHOWER

WAS GREAT,
CAT1I4, BUT WE HAVE TO RUN
HOME TO OUR BOYFRIENDS,
HUSBANDS, KIDS AND/OR
FABULOUSLV EXOTIC LIVES!

SHALL I PRETEND TO HELP
YOU PUT Awor4 THE REFRESHMENTS, OR SHOULD WE JUST
SIT DOWN RIGHT HERE AND
POLISH THEM OFF 7

"Fools! They made me into a free-range chicken ...
and man, I never looked back."
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm 19 and have
had normal menstrual cycles since I
was 11. However, I experience hot
Answer to Previous Puzzle
flashes, rapid heartbeat, dizziness,
PA El sweating and disorientation during
C 0la SPARE
ACIA certain points of my period. My docADO 001 ES
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I don't agree. The episodes don't seem
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DEAR MILDRED: I advised
"Needs to Know" to get the hostess's ear and quietly confide
having seen a mouse (or cockroach). If you had mice or cockroaches in your home, wouldn't
you consider it a favor to be
told?

Dr. Gott
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DEAR ABBY: I read with interest your column about the American presidents. I have read extensively about the presidential yeals
of Abraham Lincoln as written by
Carl Sandburg, who was considered
to be the outstanding authority on
Lincoln.
Nowhere in Mr. Sandburg's writ,
ing did I find any mention of a secretary named Kennedy having
worked for Lincoln. There is, however, a mention of a Mr. Kennedy
who was a Pinkerton detective
assigned to guard President-elect
Lincoln on his train trip from New
York to Washington, D.C., for the
inauguration ceremony. I find no
other reference to a Kennedy in any
of Sandburg's writings.
This myth about President Lincoln's having had a secretary
named Kennedy seems to persist
despite all the evidence to the contrary. Perhaps a word in your column could help stamp out this
myth.
JAMES A. WALDROP,
REDWOOD CITY, CALIF.
DEAR MR. WALDROP:
Thanks for setting the record
straight. Here's the word in my
column toward debunking that
myth about Lincoln's having
had a secretary named
Kennedy.
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Forty years ago
"Miss Alice Waters turned the
first shovel of dirt for the new
building of First Methodist
Church just as her grandfather
did for the present structure,"
from column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
Williams, publisher.
Murray State College will have
its annual homecoming on Oct.
18. Murray will play Evansville
College at a football game.
Murray High School hosted the
fall conference of the First District of Parent-Teacher Association on Oct. 7.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Ed Dale Riggins,
Oct. 8.
Elected as officers of Senior
Class at Lynn Grove High School
were Max Rogers, Bobby Kemp,
Kelvin Morris and Joette
Lassiter.
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illuual
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26 Cheer
27 Angry
28 Ancient
chariot
31 Surgical
threads
34 Vessel
38 Cut
39 Trade for
money
41 Withered
44 Paper
MeaSUr441

46 Irritates
48 Above and
touching
50 Split — soup
51 Legal matter
52 Antlered
animal
53 Before
55 Insect egg
56 Caspian —
59 Selenium
symbol

ter. The best way to answer your
question is to ask you to experiment
These symptoms are not ordinarily
side effects of the medication. If my
proposed changes fail to relieve your
symptoms, you should obtain a consultation from a gynecologist.
To give you more information, I am
sending you my recently revised
Health Report titled "Contraception'
An Update.- Other readers who would
like a copy should send $1.25 with a
long, self-addressed, stamped envelope to PO. Box 91369, Cleveland, OH
44101-3389. Be sure to mention the
title.
ati 52 NTWI54P1C11 124TERPRME 4.445
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School personnel disciplined for
denying crown to pregnant teen

Royal court

note by Harry Allison
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EAU CLAIRE, Wis.(AP) — A
high school principal resigned
and three assistant principals
were disciplined following
charges that a student election
was tampered with to prevent a
pregnant girl from becoming
homecoming queen.
Arril Schuldt, 17, who is five
months pregnant, received more
than 100 votes in the Eau Claire
Memorial High School homecoming election. The runner-up. Elizabeth Weld, received fewer than
70 votes but reigned as homecoming queen at the Oct. 3-4
celebration.
School Superintendent Lee
Hansen, who said ballots had
been burned in the coverup, said
Monday evening that school policy forbids discrimination against
pupils on the basis of "numerous
personal characteristics, including
pregnancy."
He announced the disciplinary

d
actions after a two-hour close
meeting of the school board
Monday night in the city about
80 miles east of Minneapolis.
Assistant Principal Charlene
Gearing, who is in a throe-year
probationary contract with the
school, was placed on unpaid
leave for 15 days, given a letter
of reprimand and had her proba
year.
a
ded
exten
act
contr
tionary
Assistant Principals David
Morley and Bnan Kersten were
given letters of reprimand.
Teacher Krisan Melrose, who
was in charge of counting the
ballots, also was disciplined, but
the details were not announced.
Memorial High School Principal Charles Zielin submitted his
resignation, but it was tabled by
the board, Hansen said. Zielin,
who has been principal since
1980, was reported to have
cleaned out his desk and left
school Friday.
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Funeral rites for William
(Rick) Burnett are today at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev. Dale
Mathis and the Rev. Bill Hart are
officiating.
Burial will follow in Wood lawn Memorial Gardens,
Paducah.
Mr. Burnett, 83, of Benton
died Sunday at 11:36 a.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital,

Paducah.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Lela Burnett; one son, Jerry
Burnett, Benton; one sister, Mrs.
Lula Mac Porter. Warren, Mich.;
half sister, Mrs. Mary Porter,
Nashville, Tenn.; three half
brothers, Thomas Burnett and
Ho!tic Burnett, Taylor, Mich.,
and Joe Burnett, New Jersey; one
granddaughter, Diane Boyd, Murray; two great-grandchildren.

Services for Fred Dale Gibbs
will be Wednesday at 10:30 a.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Dr. Jerry Jeffords
will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 6 to 9 p.m. tonight
(Tuesday).
Mr. Gibbs, 74, of Rt. 7, Murray, Lynn Grove community, died
Monday at 1:25 a.m. at Henry
County Medical Center,- Paris,
Tenn.
He attended Murray Training
School and Murray High School.
He retired from Global Trucking
Company, Houston, Texas, five
years ago. He was long associated with the trucking business
in Murray, Houston, and for 15
years in Guatemala.
Born July 12, 1918, in the Pen-

Ted (Samuel) Foster
The funeral for Ted (Samuel)
Foster will be Wednesday at I
p.m in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev.
Ed Jackson will officiate.
Friends may call from 6 to 9
p.m. tonight (Tuesday) at the funeral home.
Mr. Foster, 73, of Champaign,
III., formerly of Hazel community, died Wednesday at Veterans

Administration Medical Center,
Danville, Ill.
Survivors include one brother,
Tump Foster, and a sister-in-law,
Mrs. Corrine Foster, both of
Hazel; one niece, Shelia A. Foster Scott, Murray; two nephews,
Eugene Foster, Colorado Springs,
Colo., and Gary Foster, Gainesville, Fla.; se,.eral great-nephews
and nieces.

•

Mrs. Ruth Burkhart Taliaferro:
three daughters, Mrs. Nancy
Hopkins and Mrs. Diane Ball,
Paris, Tenn., and Mrs. Phyllis
Lamb, Buchanan, Tenn.; one son,
Joseph Taliaferro Jr., Boaz, Ala.;
stepdaughter, Patricia Lusby,
Knoxville; one brother, Sidney
Taliaferro, Town Creek; 10
grandchildren; nine greatgrandchildren.
The funeral was today at 11
a.m, in the chapel of McCarty
Mortuary, Knoxville. Burial was
in Asbury Cemetery there.

Ms. Vida Mydelle Myrick

MYERSILUMBER

11J

ly of Murray, died Sunday at the
home of his son at
Campbellsville.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Carolyn Politi, Taylor,
Mich., and Mrs. Elizabeth
McKnight, Campbellsville; two
sons, Clarence William Hodges,
Campbellsville, and Robert N.
Hodges, Louisville; one sister,
Mrs. Verna Dell Snow, Frankfort;
one brother, Arlie Don Hodges,
Leaf, Miss.
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Graveside services will be conducted at Memory Gardens
Cemetery, Arlington Heights, Ill.
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ny community of Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late Charles Boaz Gibbs and
Angie Dale Gibbs of Murray.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Nancy Becker and husband, Robert, New York City,
and Phyllis Diane GibbsUnderwood and Sondra Gibbs,
Murray; five sons, Charles David
Gibbs and Jerry Mitchell Gibbs,
Murray, Fred Gary Gibbs, New
York City, Alan Dean Gibbs,
Cincinnati, Ohio, and Steven
Gibbs, Houston, Texas; one sister, Mrs. Anna Jean Jones and
husband, Sam, Winter Park, Fla.;
one brother, Don Gibbs and wife,
Jeanette, Murray; three grandchildren, Eric Shane Denton, Benjamin Austin Underwood Jr., and
Nancy Ellison Gibbs; two local
nephews, Kevin Gibbs and Vincent Gibbs, Murray.

The funeral for Clarence B.
Hodges was today at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. The Rev.
Robert Johnson officiated.
Pallbearers were James Rose,
Dewey Hall, Urban Belcher, Leonard McPhail, Noble Bray and
Brice RatteriCE.
Burial was in Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Mr. Hodges, 72, of 702 Cottage Ct., Campbellsville, former-

Joseph B. Taliaferro Sr.
Joseph B. Taliaferro Sr., 74, of
Strawberry Plains, Tenn., died
Friday at Fort Sanders Regional
Medical Center, Knoxville, Tenn.
A retired employee of South
Central Bell Telephone Company, he was a member of Telephone Pioneers of America and
St. Lukes United Methodist
Church.
Born Sept. 8, 1918, in Town
Creek, Ala., he was the son of the
late Cliff Taliaferro and Gertrude
Sanderson Taliaferro.
Survivors include his wife,

753-2617

Clarence B. Hodges

Jack William Uddberg
Jack William l'ddberg died
Sunday morning at his home in
Murray.
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